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Users manual for the CargoX Platform (3rd Generation - 2020)

Quick Start Guide

Follow this simple step-by-step Quick Start Guide (reading time 3 minutes), and get ready to use CargoX within
minutes! This guide covers everything to get you started. There are no prerequisites, this is the only document you
need to read/follow.

Detailed instructions are available during the registration process in case this guide leaves you with questions.

REGISTRATION PROCESS (2 minutes)

1. Visit the CargoX Platform login page (https://cargox.digital) and click the blue Create an account button to
begin.

2. Provide your company's official full name, address and the country where it is registered. Add the national
registration number and if applicable company's tax/VAT number. If you have them, also add your DUNS,
EORI and LEI numbers. Phone and website address are optional, but we do recommend that you upload
the logo of your company (jpg, png or gif). Click Next to continue.

3. Enter your personal details, including your business phone number (mobile number is preferred). Each
company on the CargoX Platform needs to have its own account, linked to a unique email address. Same
email address can not belong to multiple company accounts. Be sure to use a login password that is at
least 10 characters long and uses a combination of numbers, letters, and symbols.

4. After you click the green Verify email button, check your e-mail, and type the received verification number
into the provided box. If you do not receive the email, click the Re-send verification code button and check
your Junk / Spam folders. Click the green Complete registration button to continue.

5. Review the CargoX Platform Special Terms and Conditions, and if you agree with them, accept them by
checking the box at the bottom.

6. To complete registration you need to set up your personal digital signature (blockchain key). Click the
green Start button to continue.

7. Click Create a new key to create a new blockchain key for yourself.

8. Enter encryption password that will be used to protect your blockchain key file. This should not be the
same password as your login password. Click the green Next button to continue.

9. Download the generated blockchain key file by clicking the green Download button. Store the
downloaded file in a safe place (we recommend that you immediately create a second copy to a USB
drive as a backup). Click Next to continue. ALTERNATIVELY: If you cannot download the blockchain key
file, click the I am unable to download files, and copy text content of your blockchain key text and paste it
into a document stored in a safe place on your computer (we recommend that you immediately back it up
to a USB drive).

10. To associate your newly created and downloaded blockchain key with your CargoX account, click the
Choose file button, point it to your blockchain key file (the one that you just downloaded) and enter the
encryption password for your blockchain key. Click the green Verify and Add button to continue.
ALTERNATIVELY: Paste your blockchain key text from the document where you stored it into the window,
and enter the encryption password for your blockchain key.

11. To finalize the blockchain key adding process, check your email and type the received verification
number into the provided box. Click the green Submit button to finalize the process. When your
blockchain key is activated successfully, you will receive an email notification.

Congratulations, you are done!
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You can now login to your CargoX account with your username and login password and start using the CargoX
Platform.

To prepare your account for the Egyptian ACI filing:

• Review and if necessary update the details of your company in the My company | Company details.

• Complete the company verification process for your company in the My company | Get verified.

On the next login please complete the next steps:

• Verify and if necessary update your personal details in the your own profile.

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (people at your company).

• Invite your business and transport partners to connect with your company on the CargoX Platform (people
outside your company).

CargoX user interface is clean and simple. To familiarize yourself with it read the complete User's manual or just
read about The workspace. If you have any questions, contact us at support@cargox.io.

I have received an invitation to join CargoX Platform? How do I proceed?

Congratulations and Welcome!

The revolution has begun, and you are a part of it.

This is how you proceed:

1. Register

To exchange digital documents in a safe and very fast manner, you first need to register a free account for
your company on the CargoX Platform. Do not worry and just follow the easy step-by-step instructions
in our Quick start guide. You will be done in 5 minutes.

2. Login

After you log into your account, you will see a pending invitation to connect with the company that invited
you to join the CargoX Platform. Now it is time to do the due diligence and verify that company's details. If
you know this company, and if the details (contact person, email, phone number) match, accept the
connection. You can find more information on the connection process and what you should verify here.

3. Take it if from there

You can now exchange documents with the company you just connected with.

Check out the 3-minute challenges to learn how to create & send a smart envelope with original documents,
complete your personal and your company's profiles, and create new user accounts for your colleagues.

USER'S MANUAL:

A complete CargoX Platform user's manual is available for your convenience. You can start by familiarizing
yourself with the CargoX Platform workspace first.

QUESTIONS?

If you have any questions, click the green round icon in the bottom right corner of the screen to chat with our
support team, or send us an email to support@cargox.io.

Hardware and software requirements

What do you need to use the CargoX Platform?

The minimum software and hardware requirements to use the CargoX Platform are as follows:

• Internet connectivity

• Personal computer or a smart device (phone, tablet)

• A modern web browser (latest version of Chrome and Firefox are officially tested, but any modern browser
should do - Brave, Safari, New Microsoft Edge, Opera...).
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If you will use a hardware wallet device, verify the minimum requirements with the device manufacturer. Some
devices require an administrative privilege on your computer to install drivers and/or use a specific web browser.

CargoX supports the following blockchain key formats:

• Keystore (This is a default option - labeled as blockchain key file and blockchain key text in the platform)

• Private key

• Mnemonic phrase

• MetaMask

• Trezor hardware wallet

• Ledger hardware wallet

• BC-Vault hardware wallet

Registration

New company registration

The registration process must be completed only once for each Company.

If your company has already registered an account, ask your coworkers with access to the CargoX Platform
to create an account for you.

Note

You can change the language before proceeding, by selecting it at the bottom of the screen.

Step 1: Register a new account

To register your company account on the CargoX Platform, open the https://cargox.digital and click the blue Create
an account button.
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Step 2: Enter your company's information

Start by entering your Company's name, address, including ZIP code and city. Make sure that entered data
matches the official company registry of your country, to streamline the verification later on.

Enter your company's legal entity identifier or registration number, as found in the official national company
registry (number is usually issued by the governmental authority in the country of incorporation).

Continue with entering your VAT or TAX number if you have one. We strongly recommend that you enter other
details (numbers such as DUNS, EORI, LEI), as this will help in the company verification process that follows.

At the bottom enter the country where company is registered.

By clicking on the image icon you can upload your company's logo (PNG, JPG or GIF formats only).

 

Step 3: Enter your personal information

Now enter your personal details, including business phone number. A mobile number is preferred, as we might
contact you during the company verification process.
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Please provide your business email address (avoid using personal @gmail or @hotmail addresses or general
addresses like info@company.com).

Be sure to use a password that is at least 10 characters long and uses a combination of numbers, letters, and
symbols.

Now click the green Verify e-mail button. Check your email, and type the received verification code into the provided
box.

Click the green Complete registration to continue.
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Step 4: Review the CargoX Terms and Conditions

Carefully read the CargoX Terms and Conditions. You need to read, understand, and accept them to continue.
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Step 5: Set up your personal digital signature (blockchain key)

To unlock all the functionalities of the CargoX Platform and to perform any blockchain-related actions, for example -
sending a document, you need to have your own digital signature (blockchain key).

Blockchain key is your personal digital signature. Take care of it, as without a blockchain key, no one else can send
documents in your name – not even CargoX.

Every user of the CargoX Platform needs a blockchain key to digitally sign transactions and send documents in
envelopes. Users can register more than one key with their account, and they can use the keys independently of
each other.

The blockchain key creation does not cost anything and only takes a minute of your time. Click the green Next and
follow the step-by-step guide on How to add your blockchain key.

 

Step 6: Congratulations, you are done!

Once you have completed the process of adding your blockchain key, your company registration is completed.
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Please note that your user account is currently the only user account under your company, but you can easily create
more user accounts for your coworkers.

The suggested next steps are:

• Verify information about your company or request information change. (Manage | My company | Company
details)

• (OPTIONAL) If you are an EU company with VAT number verify your VAT number against VIES to qualify
for invoices without the VAT applied. (Manage | My company | TAX settings)

• Verify or change your personal details like phone... You can also add your photo (Account | My profile)

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users)

• Purchase CargoX units to start the company verification process step 2 (manage | My company |
Verification)

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users)

• Build your ecosystem and connect with other companies on the CargoX Platform (Manage | Contacts)

The complete CargoX Platform users manual is available for your convenience. We suggest that you start by
familiarizing yourself with the CargoX Platform's workspace first.

If you have any questions, contact us at support@cargox.io.

Activating new user account

Your co-worker created a new CargoX Platform account for you. Follow these steps to set it up and get ready to use
the CargoX Platform.

 

Step 1: Activate your account

To activate and start using the account, click on the link in the received email.

This will take you to the web page where you can set your login password.

Note

Be sure to use a password that is at least 10 characters long and uses a combination of numbers, letters, and
symbols.

After you click the green Activate account button, your new CargoX Platform account is activated.

 

Step 2: Add your blockchain key

You will be automatically logged into the CargoX Platform. Next time you can log in at (https://cargox.digital) using
your username (email) and password.

On your first login, you will see the invitation to set up your own digital signature (blockchain key). This is mandatory
to unlock all features of the CargoX Platform.
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To continue, click the green Next and follow the step-by-step guide detailed in How to add your blockchain key.

 

Step 3: Congratulations, you are done!

Once you have completed the process of adding your blockchain key, your user account registration is completed.

The suggested next steps:

• Verify information about your company or request information change. (Manage | My company | Company
details)

• (OPTIONAL) If you are an EU company with VAT number verify your VAT number against VIES to qualify
for invoices without the VAT applied. (Manage | My company | TAX settings)

• Verify or change your personal details like phone... You can also add your photo (Account | My profile)

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users)

• Purchase CargoX units to start the company verification process step 2 (manage | My company |
Verification)

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users)

• Build your ecosystem and connect with other companies on the CargoX Platform (Manage | Contacts)

The complete CargoX Platform users manual is available for your convenience. We suggest that you start by
familiarizing yourself with the CargoX Platform's workspace first.

If you have any questions, contact us at support@cargox.io.

Logging-in

Login

The CargoX Platform supports two direct login methods.

All users can log in using the username and password (unless they disable password login in the My Profile
settings).

Users with an active blockchain key linked to their account can choose to log in using their blockchain key. Users
can create and add blockchain keys to their accounts in My Profile.

Each account can have both methods enabled. Users can select which login method they will use for each login
independently.

Option 1: The username and password login

This is the simplest way to log into the CargoX Platform, and a default setting for new user accounts.
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To login, open the CargoX Platform login page (https://cargox.digital) with any modern browser check about the
minimum requirements). Enter your email address as a username and click Next. On the next page enter your
password to log in (if you forget your password, you can trigger the password reset by clicking "Forgot password?").

When you are logged in, you can access most of the functions available to you, depending on the access permission
of your account.

As soon as you initiate an action that involves a blockchain transaction, if again you have permissions by your
company to perform this action, and if you have an active blockchain key associated with your account, the CargoX
Platform will prompt you to unlock your blockchain key.

Note

A blockchain key can be configured for every user in the My profile section. Every user can use multiple
blockchain keys.

Note

A user does not need a blockchain key linked to his account if his role is only non-transactional: read-only access
to all documents (received, sent, archived and drafts) on a corporate account, preparing drafts of the documents
and smart envelopes, or managing other company users.

Option 2: The blockchain key login

If your CargoX account has a blockchain key linked, you can log into the CargoX Platform using your
blockchain key.

This type of login enables all the functionalities of the CargoX Platform (if the user has all permissions), including
functions that initiate blockchain transactions, such as sending documents or releasing cargo.

To log in using your blockchain key, open the CargoX Platform login page with the browser that is compatible with
your blockchain key method, and click the I want to login with my blockchain key.
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If you created a blockchain key using CargoX Platform, click the Choose file button and select your downloaded
blockchain key file from your computer. Provide the encryption password for your blockchain key file in the field
below and click the green Login button. Now your blockchain key is unlocked in your browser.
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If you were unable to download the blockchain key file at the time of blockchain key creation, choose the second tab
titled With blockchain key text. Click on the larger field and paste your blockchain key text from the document
where you saved it. Provide your blockchain key's encryption password in the field below and click the green Login
button. Now your blockchain key is unlocked in your browser.

In the upper right corner of the screen (your avatar or photo) you will immediately see that your blockchain key is
unlocked and ready to sign blockchain actions (green key icon) or still locked (red key icon).

Other blockchain key login options

For logging in with hardware wallets like Trezor and Ledger, and for other supported blockchain key types, select the
More options in the blockchain key login window, then select your method.

If your method is grayed out, you might be trying to use it in an unsupported browser.
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Log in with your blockchain key.

Detailed information about specific blockchain key login types is provided here:

• Ledger

• Trezor

• MetaMask

• Private key and Mnemonic phrases are supported, but we strongly advise the use of hardware wallets, or
at least a MetaMask software wallet.

I forgot my password. Now what?

Step 1:

To reset your password, click the Forgot password? link on the CargoX Platform login page:
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Step 2:

On the next page, enter your username (email) address and click the green Reset password button.

Step 3:

Open your email. Shortly an email from the CargoX Platform should arrive. Click on the green button will open a
CargoX Platform password reset webpage where you will be able to set a new password for your account.
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Step 4:

Log into the platform using your username (email) and new password.

I lost my blockchain key, or forgot the password. Can I retrieve it?

Warning

CargoX does not have access and can not restore the private keys of users.

Always create a backup of your blockchain key file or blockchain key text and its encryption password!

Step 1: Give it another try

Try to find your blockchain key:

• If you downloaded blockchain key file, try to find the file - usually, people download it either into the
Download or Desktop folders. By default, the filename looks similar to this: CargoX - Blockchain key -
John Campbell - 0x94ffEB1b2277645f1022DcdD3B3819F974a3e96E.json where the first part includes
your first and last name, and the last part is your public blockchain address (which you can find in your
CargoX account's My profile under Privacy & Security tab). Could it be that you followed the on-screen
instructions, and created a copy of the downloaded file on an external USB key/drive?

• If at the time of creating the blockchain key you were unable to download the file, you might have decided
to copy your blockchain key text into the clipboard. You would probably have saved it in a document on
your computer. Try to remember where and when, maybe you can find it. The blockchain key text is
represented by 521 characters of text (without any spaces and split lines).

If you have the above blockchain key file or blockchain key text, but can not remember the decryption
password for the blockchain key:

• When you were asked to select the encryption password, we suggested that you do not repeat the same
password that you used for the login (but some users do that anyhow). Also, we requested that the
password is at least 8 characters long, and suggested that includes letters, numbers, and special
characters.

Step 2: If that did not work

If you had no luck finding the blockchain key, then to solve the situation, please do the following:

Step 2.1:

Log into your CargoX account with your username (email) and password

Step 2.2:

Go to the My profile into the Privacy & Security tab and click Add new Blockchain key.

Step 2.3:

Create a new blockchain key, and link it to your CargoX account.

Step 2.4:

Create a backup copy of this new key. Write down its password to a safe place. We suggest this safe place is
not the same place where the key is stored.
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Step 2.5:

Once you complete previous tasks, ask a co-worker that has a CargoX Platform account and an active blockchain
key (and proper permissions), to log into CargoX Platform, and approve your new blockchain key (instructions).

If you are the only person under your company who had an active blockchain key, we can help you with
activating your blockchain key, but for your own protection, you need to pass the CargoX Concierge verification first.
Call our support center at +1 512 647 2040 (US) or +386 1 82 82 006 (Slovenia, EU) from the phone number that
you entered into your CargoX account. Choose English menu (1), and then choose activation of your blockchain
key (4). Follow the instructions. After you complete the call send us the email at support@cargox.io from the email
connected with your CargoX account.

Thanks to CargoX Concierge Service you do not have to worry about anything, as nothing is irreversibly lost.

Step 2.6:

You will receive an email notification when your new key is approved.

Please create a backup of the new key (and password).

Note

CargoX Concierge Service allows us to help you in case you lose your blockchain key or forget its password.

Additional documents and personal verification will be required from the initiator before CargoX is allowed to step
in.

CargoX Concierge Service is currently provided free of charge to all users for up to one (1) incident yearly.
Further interventions are charged per our price list.

You can decide to opt-out from CargoX Concierge Service, but in that case, you are completely responsible for
your blockchain keys, and in case of a problem CargoX can not help you. To opt-out write to support@cargox.io.

Managing company details

Review your personal and access details (My profile)

Attention!

Quick instructions: To prepare your account for full access you must complete personal profile. Go to My profile,
click the Edit your details button. Enter your data, including phone number and title. Optionally upload your avatar
photo. Save changes. You are done.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

To access My profile page, click Account | My profile. You can also access it directly by clicking your avatar icon
and choosing one of the My profile links at the bottom.

You can review your permissions, change your personal details, change the password, and set up your blockchain
key(s). You can also review your last login events and attempts.

The page is divided into Personal details, Privacy and security, and App settings tabs.
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You can review your personal details here.

You start only with an email address, but should now add your other contact details and data: phone, department,
your position. Click the Edit your details button.

Personal details

Now you can edit all fields. Do not forget to click on the Add / change image button and upload your avatar photo -
displayed in the right top corner.

After you add all the information, click the Save changes button to finish.
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Privacy & Security

This tab gives you the possibility to change your access details - blockchain key and password. You can also review
your last logins and view the set permissions of your account.

Your blockchain keys

All blockchain keys linked to your account are displayed below. You see a specific blockchain key's public address,
type, when it was added, and also whether it is currently active. Users can have several blockchain keys and use
them independently.

The green word Active next to the blockchain key means that this blockchain key was authorized and can sign
transactions on behalf of your company.

To add a new blockchain key, click the Add new blockchain key button, and follow the step-by-step instructions to
add a blockchain key.

When you add a new blockchain key, you must activate it before you can use it. Depending on your account's
permissions, you can activate the key yourself, or your co-worker with administrative rights can do it for you. In this
case, you will get an email notification once your blockchain key is activated.

The same is true for disabling the blockchain key. This procedure can be initiated by clicking the Disable button. If
the key was added, but not yet activated, you can also remove it by pressing the Remove button.

Login with password

By default, all user accounts can use a username and password to login to the platform, as indicated in the green
message. You can change this and only use blockchain key(s) to login to the platform.

You can also change your login password by clicking on the Change password button and by entering your current
and new passwords.

Login history

As a security feature, you can review your last login attempts. You can check the timestamp and IP addresses from
which the login was attempted. If all of them are marked successful and come from your IPs then you are OK. If this
is not the case, someone might be trying to hack your account. In this case, you might want to consult with your
security officer or contact support@cargox.io.
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App permissions

At the bottom of the screen you can review permissions for your CargoX account. These were set by the company
administrator(s) when they created the account for you. Click here for a detailed explanation of the permissions.

App settings

The last tab shows the options available for customizing your user experience.

If you are using a mobile device or a computer with a small screen, you can check out the compact layout mode.

If you prefer the black background, you can activate the dark mode.

Both settings do not affect any functionality, as they have a visual impact only.

Company profile

Every company is responsible for keeping their information correct and up to date.

In the My company section you can also start the company's verification process. Open the Get verified tab to
continue.

If you are EU-based company, you will see the third tab called Tax settings, where you can verify your VAT number
against VIES database. Successfully verified companies will not have VAT applied when buying units (per reverse
charge of EU VAT taxation rule).

Note

Only a user with the Company manager permission can change the Company information and logo.

Note

After the new registration of the company, please verify your company details and also your own profile before
performing certain actions (like initiating verification request or connections with other companies on the CargoX
Platform).
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Warning

All company details changes are verified by CargoX You can change your company information at any time,
but changes will not be applied until CargoX staff checks them in order to assure security and to prevent
spoofing/impersonating attempts.

Attention!

Quick instructions: To prepare your account for full access you must complete and verify company details. Go to
My company | Company details, click the Edit company details button. Enter company's data, including address,
city, zip, VAT number and website. Upload company's logo. Save changes. You are done.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

Step 1: Go to Company details

To verify and, if needed, update your company and contact information, go to Account | My company in the side
menu and select Company details tab. You can also click directly on the company name at the top right of the
screen.

 

Step 2: Edit Company

You will see the details about the company, including the name and address of the company, the national registration
number and tax/vat number (if applicable). There is also CargoX ID of your company, sometimes needed for the ACI
processes.

You can also see the first and last characters of the company's public blockchain address and the logotype. To view
the full blockchain public address click the Reveal ETH address.

To change information, click the Edit company details button below.
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Step 3: Change information and add the company logo

You can now edit all company-related information. Some fields are optional.

To change the logo, just click on the icon and provide a new file from the local disk.
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Click the Save changes to continue.
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Note that if you have already completed company verification process, any key data change will reset your status,
and you will have to verificate again.

Company Tax Settings

Note

Only EU-based companies will see the Tax settings tab within My company page.

Note

Only a user with the Company manager permission can initiate the VAT verification.

If you are EU-based company, you will see the third tab called Tax settings, where you can verify your VAT number
against VIES database. Verifying your VAT number against VIES is optional.

On the page you can see your VAT location (Country) and your country's VAT rate. According to the EU law, when
selling services, we are obliged to charge VAT at the rate of the country of the buyer.

The only exception is if the buyer / company is VAT eligible, as in this case the reverse charge - VAT exempt applies
under Article 44 Directive 2006/112/ES. We are using the EU's VIES database to verify VAT-eligible companies.
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To verify your VAT number against the VIES (European VAT database) click the green Verify now button below.
Verifying your VAT in VIES is free of charge. After a short time the VAT status will update.

If your VIES verification was successful the VAT rate will be shown as 0%, and your will not have VAT applied when
buying units (per reverse charge of EU VAT taxation rule).

If your VIES verification fails you will continue getting your national's VAT rate charged with every purchase. Please
note that even with VAT applied, you should still be able to get VAT back from your local tax authority, as this is your
entry VAT.

What can you do if VAT verification fails?

VIES verification can fail for a number of reasons. Most common problem is technical, as VIES service is sometimes
not accessible. Trying again after a few minutes might solve your problem.

If it does not, verify the VIES on your own (https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/vies/), by choosing your country
and entering your VAT number.

If VAT number exists, but listed company details do not match your company details on the CargoX Platform we can
not complete your VIES verification. Please change your company details to the official one. It should match one in
VIES.

If your VAT number is not in the VIES database, or if there are no company details associated with it, we can not
verify you. For some countries (Germany, Spain) this happens, because country decided it will not publicly show
companies' data in VIES.

If you would like to apply to be VAT verified in our system, please provide us with the following documents:

**1) A copy of the letter of incorporation (must be in English) **

AND

2) Tax Certificate (date should be more recent than 3 months, must be in English OR translated to English by
a court-appointed translator).

Please send both in a clear and readable PDF document to support@cargox.io with a email subject: VAT verification
for (enter your company name).

Please note that VAT verification is OPTIONAL, as it only applies to the CargoX services invoices and VAT charged
there and are not a prerequisite for other services accessible through the CargoX Platform (such as ACI filings etc). If
you are a company, you will still be able to get the VAT back from your tax authority as this is your entry VAT.
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Company Verification

Note

Certain actions are only available to the Verified companies. Egyptian ACI filing is one such example, as the
Egyptian customs require us to only allow ACI filing from verified exporters.

Note

Only a user with the Company manager permission can initiate the verification process.

To begin the company verification process for your company, go to My company and click the Get verified tab.

Company verification process on the CargoX Platform consists of one internal and two external checks. Passing all 3
steps is mandatory to reach the verified status.

Step 1: Verify and complete your company details

Open My company | Company details and verify your company details. If needed, make changes by clicking the
Edit company details. button. Be sure to verify and, if needed change and complete, this information before
initiating the verification at step 3, as any later change will reset your verified status.

CargoX uses public registry information to verify company details. As such the entered details should completely
match the data in your country's official national company registry.

Make sure that your Company's name, address, and ZIP code and city matches the official company registry of
your country, as this will allow you to smoothly pass the verification at step 3.

Double-check your company's legal entity identifier or registration number, as found in the official national
company registry (number is usually issued by the governmental authority in the country of incorporation) and your
VAT or TAX number if you have one. Optionally - if you have them - we strongly recommend that you enter all other
identifiers such as DUNS, EORI and LEI numbers.

If you have not already, you can upload your company's logo (PNG, JPG or GIF formats only).
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Step 2: Bank verification

Second part of the verification is tied to the identity provided by your bank.

To initiate step 2, purchase some units through the billing and pay via bank wire. You can start the process in the
Billing section of the CargoX.

Payment must come from your company's bank account, as we use this information to match it against your
company details. When the match is confirmed, the first part of your company verification is complete.

Step 3: 3-rd party verification service

Complete the verification process by successfully passing the public registry check.

In the My company | Get verified | Verify your data via 3rd-party service, start the process by clicking the "Verify
now" button below. Before starting the verification, please double check your company details, and enter all company
identifiers that you have (such as DUNS, LEI, EORI...). Please note that entering DUNS, LEI and EORI is
OPTIONAL, and you can perform verification process without entering them. More information about your
company we have to cross reference, higher the chance of a successful verification.

You can complete steps 1 & 2 immediately, and step 3 once we receive your bank payment, as the cost for this final
verification is 15 units (15 USD).
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Note

In case your company verification FAILS: Before retrying, please double-check your company details to make
sure they match the official record. If your company verification fails again, you need to provide us with an official
document issued by your government that contains your company name, address, registration number,
and tax number (if applicable).

This can either be a certificate or an official letter of incorporation, a certificate of business registration, a
business license for your company, or a printout from the official government registry of corporations. The
document should be more recent than 3 months and must be issued in English OR translated to English by a
court-appointed judicial translator (or a notary in China).

The information must match the details in your CargoX company account. Please send a clear and
readable PDF document to support@cargox.io with an email subject: Company verification for
your-company-name.

Warning

Your verification status will be void, should you change your company name, address, registration number or
tax/VAT number in My company | Company details. You will need to restart the 3-rd party verification step again.

User access rights / Application permissions

The CargoX Platform users management system offers very granular access rights through the configuration of user
privileges and permissions. This enables companies to use the CargoX Platform without the need to change their
internal processes and document workflows.

Permission overview and explanation
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Note

You can access a short explanation of individual rules by hovering the mouse pointer over the "?" icon next to the
permission.

1. Envelope permissions

These permissions are used to manage sending documents (envelopes). If the user is not permitted to send
envelopes, user will still have a read-only access to the company's account. The user can view all documents in
Inbox, Drafts, Sent and Archive (and other) folders. The user will be able to also download any document, but he will
not be able to do anything else with it.

• Upload documents and create envelopes, aka "document creator" - Allow the user to create a new
Envelope, upload a new document, or attach a received document from the Inbox (by using the forward
function). The user will also be allowed to seal the document (and choose the recipient), however, he will
not be allowed to initiate the transfer.

• Transfer documents and envelopes , aka "document manager" - Allow the user to transfer the
envelope, and to perform advanced functions, such as accomplish/release cargo, destroy document, clear
history...

2. Company permissions

Permissions for the administration of your company CargoX account and to manage users.

• Manage company details, aka "company manager" - Allows the user to add new users, manage their
permissions/rights, and remove users from the company. The user can approve and disable the users'
blockchain keys. This user is allowed to update the company details and purchase units (in the Billing
section).

• Legal representative - This setting is intended for users with the authority to represent their company and
accept the CargoX Terms and Conditions. These terms and conditions (TOS) are legally binding for the
company. This action is mandatory after each TOS change - until the new terms are accepted, company
can not use CargoX.

3. Contacts permissions

• Connect with other companies, aka "contacts manager" - Allows the user to establish connections with
other companies on the CargoX Platform on behalf of his company. This includes sending out invitations to
other companies and accepting the received invitations from other companies.

4. Rules permissions

• Manage workflow rules, aka "rules manager" - Allows the user to set up new filters and rules for email
notification of received smart envelopes.

Adding new users

Note

Only a user with the "Manage company details" aka "company manager" permission is able to add new users
and manage them.
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You can easily create accounts for your co-workers under your Company account in the CargoX Platform. Each
company can have unlimited user accounts. To track users and hold them responsible for their actions we
recommend that each user has their own account.

CargoX users management system offers very granular access rights via the configuration of user privileges and
permissions. This enables companies to use the CargoX Platform without a need to change their internal processes
and document workflows.

Users can use a simple login (username and password) to view and prepare documents. To transfer documents they
will need to add a blockchain key to their account. They will also need to have permission to transfer documents,
which can be added or removed in the user management view.

Attention!

Quick instructions: To create a new user account for your co-worker, go to Users and click the green +Add user
button. Enter co-worker's details and click Next. Select permissions this account will have. Complete with clicking
the green Add user button. You are done.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

Step 1: Access user management

To access user management, go to Manage | Users.

 

Step 2: User overview

The user management page provides an overview of all existing users, including their email, blockchain key address,
last login information, and their permissions.

To add a new user, click the green Add user button.
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Step 3: Add a new user - basic information (1/2)

Fill out the user information and click Next. Some fields are optional and you can leave them empty.
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Step 4: Add new user - Permissions (2/2)

Select the permissions (access rights) the user will have. You can use the Select all button to select all permissions.
Click here for a detailed explanation of permissions.
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Once done, click the Add user button.

 

Step 5: Instructions for the user

The added user will automatically receive an email with instructions on how to finalize their account creation - set the
password.

Immediately afterward they can start using the system.

If your co-workers have questions regarding finalizing their accounts, feel free to point them to these instructions.

 

Step 6: Activate their blockchain key

Once your co-workers set their password and log into the CargoX Platform for the first time, they will be prompted to
add a blockchain key to their accounts.

Before their blockchain key is allowed to sign blockchain actions on behalf of your company, it needs to be approved.

Once new users set up their blockchain key, the administrator of the company (and any user from your company with
an active blockchain key and permissions to perform this action) will receive an email notification.

To approve user's newly added blockchain key, log into the CargoX Platform, open Users section (sidebar), click on
that particular user, and once viewing their account, go to the second tab titled Privacy & Security and activate their
blockchain key by pressing the green Approve button (and then sign this action with your blockchain key).

Once their blockchain key is activated (or deactivated), users will receive an automated email notification.
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Note

Only users with active blockchain key and permission to manage users can perform this action.

Managing users

Note

Only a user with the "Manage company details" aka "company manager" permission is able to manage
users, change their permissions (access rights), activate or deactivate their blockchain keys, change their
passwords and remove existing users.

Step 1: Enter user management

To access user management, go to Manage | Users.
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Step 2: User overview

The user management page provides an overview of all existing users, including their email, blockchain key address,
last login information, and their permissions.

To view detailed information about the user, click on that user.

 

Step 3: Managing existing users (1/2) - Permissions and personal details

Please note that user information is displayed in two tabs - Personal details and Privacy & Security.
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To edit an existing user just click the Edit user button at the bottom of the screen. Pop-up windows similar to the
ones when adding users (steps 3 & 4) will appear. You can change the basic information of the user on the first one,
and his permissions on the second one.

Click the green Save changes button below to complete the process.

 

Step 4: Managing existing users (2/2) - User's password and blockchain key(s)

Click on the second tab (Privacy & Security) to manage the user's login options and blockchain key(s).

Clicking the Reset button will send the user an email. This will allow him to reset the password.

You can also Disable the password login for the user to only allow him to log in with a blockchain key - if the user
has registered it, and the key is active.
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Below these options you can view the public addresses of the user's blockchain keys. Here you can Approve and
activate newly added keys, or Disable an active key.

The user will receive an automatic notification email after their key is activated or deactivated.

Click Close to finish managing a user.

About blockchain key types - how to choose the right one?

The CargoX Platform supports all popular blockchain key types. Because of simplicity new users start using the
CargoX Platform with the blockchain key file. It is an encrypted file + encryption password pair. It offers moderate
security.

We strive for the highest level of safety and security for our users. That is why we periodically encourage our users to
upgrade their blockchain key to a more secure type. That is when the following screen appears.

You can explore the options, or choose to snooze the warning for now. In this case, you can click the Remind me in
7 days button to be reminded again.

What is the actual danger?

All blockchain key types are vulnerable to the so-called man-in-the-middle attacks. The only exceptions are hardware
wallets and a specialized software wallet called MetaMask

The man-in-the-middle attack is conducted in a way that if you by accident (or as a result of phishing scam - a
method to lure you into a fake website), use your blockchain key to login on a website that looks similar or even
identical to the CargoX Platform, but in fact, it is not the CargoX Platform, the perpetrators can steal your blockchain
key from you.

The perpetrators can then use your blockchain key to login into the real CargoX Platform and access your data, steal
your documents by transferring ownership of them to a third party, etc.

Blockchain key upgrade type options

There are several options on how to store your blockchain key (private key).

This can be done in various forms:

• As a hardware security device, similar to your bank's one-time password generator

• A browser-security component, similar to a digital certificate.

• A password-protected file containing your private key, similar to username/password combination.

Generally, the options for storing the private key can be sorted into two groups:

• The secure way, by using a hardware wallet, such as Trezor or Ledger.

• The less secure way, by storing the private key of your wallet on your computer storage. That can turn out
to be insecure - your key could get lost, stolen, or damaged. To simplify the management of these keys and
make it a bit more secure, we suggest using the MetaMask software wallet.
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Important

It is of vital importance that you store your private key securely. Please treat it as a real, physical key. Whoever
has access to your private key can essentially do anything on your behalf. CargoX does not have access to your
blockchain keys, therefore we can not restore a lost blockchain key.

Hardware wallets

Hardware wallets are the most secure way of storing your private key. If you use a hardware wallet device your
private key never leaves the device. This way you are safe from potential scams and phishing or hacking attempts. A
hardware wallet is also the safest way of logging into and using the CargoX Platform.

The CargoX Platform currently supports three hardware wallets :

• Trezor

• Ledger and

• BCVault

Software wallets

Warning

First a word of caution: software-only based blockchain security approaches are inherently insecure.

Software-only wallets store your private keys on your computer. They can be stolen, compromised, or lost.
CargoX highly recommends hardware wallets as the default security option. Use the following software wallet
methods only if hardware-based wallets are not an option due to various organizational or system constraints. Make
sure you always have an offline backup of your software wallet!

The following software wallet methods are supported:

• MetaMask provides the most secure way of logging in, out of all software-based solutions.

• Blockchain key file (Blockchain key text) - login saves your credentials into an encrypted file locally (this is
the default for new users).

• The private key and Mnemonic phrase are direct approaches, where you enter your "secret" into the
browsers. CargoX does NOT recommend using these two methods!

Best practices managing your blockchain keys

How to best manage blockchain keys (private keys) of your company and your employees?

CargoX recommends the use of hardware wallet devices.

Special care should be taken when creating a backup of these hardware wallets. Follow the instructions of the device
manufacturer - these steps usually include writing some words to a piece of paper and storing that in a sealed
envelope in a safe place, such as a safe deposit box. This enables you to restore your blockchain key to a
replacement hardware wallet in case of malfunction or damage to the device, forgotten pin, or if an employee loses
the device.

The company's information security officer should make sure all hardware wallet backups are made and locked away
in the company's safe or at a highly secure location.

In a perfect world, every user would use a hardware device, but it is also acceptable to use blockchain keys of other
types. That is agreeable especially for users with a limited set of access rights - for example if their tasks are limited
only to creating but not sending or managing documents. If such a user would lose or misplace their blockchain key,
you can just disable their blockchain key and they can register a new one.
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For users with very limited access rights, it might be acceptable to let them use only their username and password to
log into the CargoX Platform. They can reset their password if they forget or lose it.

All users can link blockchain key to their accounts later on - when needed. Even users with very limited permissions.

For department heads and other users that will perform irreversible transactions, such as transferring documents,
releasing cargo, and accomplishing documents, accepting and activating blockchain keys, CargoX recommends the
use of hardware devices as well.

If an employee leaves the company, you can even delete their CargoX account.

Once blockchain key is registered by a user, it needs to be activated by the user from the same company that has
permissions to do so (manage users) and an active blockchain key.

Which wallets does CargoX recommend?

We strongly recommend that you use a hardware wallet device.

Choose Trezor One if you have Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox on your Windows or Mac computer.

Choose Ledger Nano S if you have the Google Chrome browser on your Mac computer. It is our experience
that the Windows 10 security mechanism made using a Ledger hardware device a nuisance due to constant security
notification popups - that is the only reason why we do not recommend using Ledger hardware wallet for Windows
users.

Both devices provide ultimate security and should be your preferred choices for using our blockchain solutions.

However, both require the installation of supporting software, which requires administrative rights on your computer.
If you cannot install the software, please get in touch with your system administrator.

If you do not want to wait for days to obtain the hardware wallet device, your best way forward is using the MetaMask
plugin for your browser - Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Opera are well supported. The software wallet is also
integrated into the Brave browser. Please note that MetaMask provides more security than other non-hardware
options - but hardware wallets are always even more secure.

How do these wallets actually work?

You can think of your blockchain public address in similar terms as of your public email address.

Although it looks like a bunch of random letters and numbers, it always starts with "0x" (like this one
0xde0B295669a9FD93d5F28D9Ec85E40f4cb697BAe).

This is a public address like your email address is. Anyone who wants to send you an email needs to know your
email address. It is similar in the world of blockchain. You need to tell people to which blockchain public address they
can send you a document or other blockchain asset.

It is safe to give your public address to anyone, even printing it on your business cards and advertising it on your
website. Please note, if you publish your blockchain public address, people will now be able to associate your name
or your company name with your blockchain public address.

Now, let’s compare the blockchain public address with email even further. To read the received emails, forward
them, or print them you need your username and password. And no-one else has this, you keep these two pieces of
information secret. In the "world of blockchain," this "secret" is called the blockchain private key. Anyone who
knows your blockchain private key can access your "blockchain account" and cause you harm by manipulating your
assets stored in that account - or stealing them. That is why we cannot emphasize enough - take precautions
guarding it as you do with your bank's credentials and email password!

So, you only need to understand two things:

1. Your blockchain address (public, you can share it)

2. Your blockchain key (private, it’s yours only)

The blockchain keys are stored in different ways. The default key storage on the CargoX Platform is the blockchain
key file (keystore). But a much better way is to have your key stored in a wallet. A wallet is a hardware device (but it
can also be a software application) that stores your private key and allows interactions with the network in a very
secure way that prevents anyone stealing the key from it. A wallet can actually store several private keys belonging
to you, allowing you to control several public blockchain addresses.
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Your personal digital signature (blockchain key)

To unlock all the functionalities of the CargoX Platform and to perform any blockchain-related actions, for example -
sending a document, you need to have your own digital signature (blockchain key).

Blockchain key is your personal digital signature. Take care of it, as without a blockchain key, no one else can send
documents in your name – not even CargoX.

Every user of the CargoX Platform needs a blockchain key to digitally sign transactions and send documents in
envelopes. Users can register more than one key with their account, and they can use the keys independently of
each other.

The blockchain key creation does not cost anything and only takes a minute of your time.

Attention!

Quick instructions: Go to My profile | Privacy & Security, click the Add new Blockchain key button. Click Create a
new key, and create a password for encrypting it. Then download your blockchain key. Continue with verifying
the key by pointing to downloaded file and providing its password. To complete the process complete email
verification. Create a copy of the downloaded file and write down your password. You are done.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

Note

You can also start the process of adding a blockchain key manually. Click on your avatar image in the upper right
corner, then select Privacy & Security (My profile) and finally click the grey Add new Blockchain key button.

If you do not have a blockchain key registered, you will be offered to add your first blockchain key at the end of the
company registration process and also at every login. Start the process by clicking the green Next button.

Step 1: New or existing blockchain key

You can create your new blockchain key inside the web browser (it only takes a few seconds and it is free of charge),
or you can use your existing blockchain key if you already have one.

Once you read the page confirm that you understand that CargoX can not restore your blockchain key for you (by
clicking into the checkbox - red circle in photo below).

To create a new blockchain key, click the green Create a new key button. Skip to the next step!

To use your existing blockchain key, click the grey Add an existing key button, and follow the on-screen
instructions. You can consult blockchain key guide for details about various types of blockchain keys supported). If
you are adding a keystore file (labeled as blockchain key file on the platform) type of blockchain key, skip to Step 4. If
you are adding other blockchain key types, follow the on-screen instructions, and refer to your key specific guides
available here: Ledger, Trezor, MetaMask).
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Step 2: Set the password for your new blockchain key

Like your signature, your blockchain key is yours and yours alone. For an additional layer of protection, your
blockchain key will be encrypted. Choose the encryption password for your blockchain key.

The color bar in the middle will show the strength of your password. You can proceed once it is safe (green). This
should not be the same password as your login password.

Make sure you can not forget or lose your password (we advise to use a password manager, but you can also write
down the password on paper and store it in a safe). Click the green Next button to continue.

 

Step 3: Download your newly created blockchain key file (blockchain key file)

The blockchain key is generated in your web browser locally which means that nobody - not even CargoX - ever
sees your key or your key password.

This is the only time the blockchain key will be displayed to you, therefore, first, click the green Download button to
permanently save your blockchain key file on your computer.

Once you download the blockchain key, do not run it. There is no need to install or run any additional program to use
CargoX.
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Move the downloaded file from your download folder to a highly secure place where you will find it even a year from
now. We recommend that you immediately create a second copy of your blockchain key file and copy it on a USB
drive. Maybe even create a third copy somewhere else before clicking Next.

Warning

If you lose your blockchain key file or forget the password you encrypted it with, CargoX will be unable to
restore the key for you.

Once you downloaded the blockchain key file successfully and stored it in a safe location confirm that by clicking
into the checkbox (red circle in the photo below) and click Next.

Note

Some companies have very restrictive IT security policies that essentially prohibit users to download anything
from the internet. If you are unable to download the blockchain key file to your computer, click the I am unable to
download files button for an alternative method. Skip to step 5.

 

Step 4: Link your blockchain key to your account (blockchain key file)

You have now successfully created and downloaded your blockchain key file, and the only thing left to do is to
associate it with your CargoX account.

Click the Choose file button and select your downloaded blockchain key file from your computer. Provide the
encryption password for your blockchain key file in the field below.

This will unlock your blockchain key in your browser. Please note that your blockchain key file and your encryption
password never leave your computer - they are processed in your browser. Click Verify and Add to continue and
skip to step 7.
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Step 5: Copy your newly created blockchain key text

An alternative way to save your blockchain key is to copy the content of the encrypted blockchain key file (which is
essentially just a text file).

Click the green Copy to clipboard button to copy your blockchain key text to the clipboard. Then paste the copied
text into a text document on your computer. Store that document in a safe place where you will expect to find it even
a year from now. We recommend that you immediately create a highly secure backup copy.

Warning

If you lose your blockchain key text or forget the password you encrypted it with, CargoX will be unable
to restore the key for you.

Check the box below to confirm that you have copied the key successfully and saved that document to a safe
location. Click Next to continue.
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Step 6: Link your blockchain key to your account (blockchain key text)

You have now created a new blockchain key for yourself and stored blockchain key text on your computer. Now is
the time to link the blockchain key to your CargoX account.

Pasting your blockchain key text from the document where you saved it, and providing the password to decrypt it, will
unlock your blockchain key in your browser. Please note that your blockchain key and your password never leave
your computer - they are processed in your browser only.

Click Verify and Add to continue.
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Step 7: Email verification

As an extra security measure, before allowing you to link a new blockchain key to your account, CargoX sends a
code to your email. Please check your email and type the received verification code into the box. Click Submit to
continue.

 

Step 8: Blockchain key added and activated

Your blockchain key is now linked with your CargoX account.

If you do not see a screen like the one below - especially the part where it says: The key has been activated and is
ready to use - skip to Step 9.

In this case you are the first user from your company to add a blockchain key. Only the first blockchain key is
activated automatically by the CargoX Platform.

As a security mechanism, all your additional blockchain keys, or blockchain keys of other users in your company,
must be activated after they have been added.

To activate another blockchain key follow instructions on how to activate or deactivate blockchain keys.

You will also be required to manually approve blockchain keys of other users within your company. You can also
authorize your colleagues to do this. You can set these permissions at the time when you create their accounts or
edit their accounts permission later (permission's name: company manager).

Once a new blockchain key is added within your company, the system will notify all users with permission to review it
(they will receive an email notification once such action is needed).

Skip to step 10.

 

Step 9: Blockchain key added, activation pending

Your blockchain key is now linked with your CargoX account.
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Before you can use it, it must be however approved by your CargoX administrator.

You will receive an email notification once this is done.

Step 10: Congratulations, you are done!

Your registration is complete.

The suggested next steps:

• Verify information about your company or request information change. (Manage | My company | Company
details)

• (OPTIONAL) If you are an EU company with VAT number verify your VAT number against VIES to qualify
for invoices without the VAT applied. (Manage | My company | TAX settings)

• Verify or change your personal details like phone... You can also add your photo (Account | My profile)

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users)

• Purchase CargoX units to start the company verification process step 2 (manage | My company |
Verification)

• Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users)

• Build your ecosystem and connect with other companies on the CargoX Platform (Manage | Contacts)

The complete CargoX Platform users manual is available for your convenience. We suggest that you start by
familiarizing yourself with the CargoX Platform's workspace first.

If you have any questions, contact us at support@cargox.io.

Approving and disabling blockchain keys

During the registration of a new company, their first blockchain key will be automatically activated by the CargoX
Platform.

All additional blockchain keys, such as additional blockchain keys for the first user, or the blockchain keys of
additional company users, shall be manually approved by the existing user with an active blockchain key. Only then
can these blockchain keys be used to sign transactions on behalf of the company, according to their default or
individual permissions.
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Note

By assigning the manage company details permission to users, they can also manage (approve or disable)
blockchain keys and accounts of other users in the company.

Every time a new blockchain key is linked to an account belonging to your company, all users with proper
permissions will receive a notification (on the platform and in email), reminding them that they can review and
approve the newly added blockchain key.

Step 1: Log into your CargoX Platform account and unlock your blockchain key

Login in to your CargoX Platform account using your blockchain key. If you logged in using your username and
password, first unlock your blockchain key.

 

Step 2: Enter user management

In the left sidebar choose Users - the option is nested under Account.

All user accounts belonging to your company will be listed in the main section of the screen. Click on the user whose
blockchain key you wish to manage.

Continue by clicking the Privacy & Security tab.

 

Step 3: User's blockchain keys

The screen lists all blockchain keys linked to this user's account, and their public blockchain key address, key type,
and date added.
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Locate the key you wish to approve and click the green Approve button next to it.

You can disable a specific blockchain key by clicking Disable. The key will remain listed - if you wish, you can
approve it again.

 

Step 4: Sign with your blockchain key

The information to allow a new blockchain key to represent your company is stored on the blockchain, which means
that this key's approval is a blockchain transaction.

As with all blockchain transactions, to initiate it, you need to digitally sign this action with your active blockchain key.

Double-check that the blockchain key listed below is the key you wish to approve for the user, then click Next.

On the next screen Sign and approve the blockchain transaction.

Note

If you have two or more blockchain keys linked to your CargoX Platform account, you will first need to select
which of your keys you want to use to sign this approval.
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Step 5: Key is approved

After a few seconds you should see a confirmation window, informing you that the blockchain key was successfully
approved:

Click Close to return to the list of all user's blockchain keys. If you are fast enough, you will see the orange
TRANSACTION PENDING next to the chosen blockchain key, and a short time later the status will update to Active.

The owner of this blockchain key will receive an automatic email notification informing them that their blockchain key
has been approved and is ready to be used.

Note

Users are not limited in the number of blockchain keys they can link to their account. Each key needs to be
approved independently. This is valid for your own second blockchain key, or for your co-worker's first one.

Note

Similar to how blockchain keys can be approved, they can also be Disabled - just use the Disable button that you
can find next to all active blockchain keys, and digitally sign that transaction.

Unlocking your blockchain key

To transfer the smart envelope and documents, release the cargo, or manage other blockchain keys (these are all
blockchain actions), you need to first unlock your blockchain key. Once your blockchain key is unlocked you can use
it to digitally sign and initiate the blockchain action.

PREREQUISITES:

• You must have an active blockchain key linked to your account

• Your account must have proper permissions to be allowed to transfer envelopes and manage documents:
"Transfer documents and create envelopes" AKA "document manager"

You can check both in the Privacy and Security section of My profile.

Note

Your blockchain key will be automatically unlocked if you log into your CargoX Platform account using your
blockchain key instead of username and password (see Option 2).
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Attention!

Quick instructions: Click on your personalized icon with red key and click the Unlock your blockchain key button.
Provide your blockchain key by pointing to downloaded file and provide its password. Key icon will turn green.
You are done.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

Step 1: Check the status of your blockchain key

In the upper right corner of the screen (your avatar, represented by your photo) you will immediately see whether
your blockchain key is unlocked and ready to sign blockchain actions (green key icon) or still locked (red key icon).

A green icon means your blockchain key is unlocked and ready to digitally sign the action you are about to perform.

If the key icon is red, click on your avatar image so that the pop-up opens, then click on the Unlock your blockchain
key button.

 

Step 2: Unlock your blockchain key

The public address of the blockchain key linked to your account will be displayed along with the key type information
and the date when it was linked to your account.

Below you will see instructions on how to unlock your blockchain key. These will depend on the type of your
blockchain key.
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To continue, click the grey Choose file button and select the downloaded blockchain key file from your computer.
Then provide the encryption password for your blockchain key in the field below.

Note

If you were unable to download the blockchain key file, choose the second tab titled With blockchain key text,
and paste your blockchain key text into the upper Your blockchain key text field, and the encryption password
for your blockchain key in the field below.

Click the green Unlock blockchain key button to unlock your blockchain key. The key is now unlocked in your web
browser.
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Note

If you have two or more blockchain keys linked to your CargoX Platform account, then you first have to choose
which key you wish to unlock. Choose the key you wish to unlock and click Next.

Note

If you are using a different blockchain key type, follow specific on-screen instructions, and refer to Ledger, Trezor
and MetaMask instructions.

 

Step 3: Re-check the status of your blockchain key

After a few seconds, the window should disappear, and the status of your blockchain key should change to
unlocked, also indicated with the green key icon in the upper right corner.

Congratulations, you have unlocked your blockchain key! You are now ready to digitally sign a blockchain-based
transaction on the CargoX Platform.

Note

Alternatively, you can check whether your key is locked or unlocked in the Privacy and Security section of My
profile.
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Trezor hardware wallet

About Trezor One

The Trezor One and other Trezor hardware wallets are very secure blockchain storage and transaction signing
devices. The private keys are generated by the device itself and they never leave the device. This makes them very
safe as it is virtually impossible to steal or abuse blockchain private keys from them. To use the CargoX Platform
securely, the basic and most affordable model Trezor One satisfies the requirements. CargoX is compatible with all
different Trezor devices.

Note

As of the time of this writing, the Trezor devices are compatible with Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox
browsers only.

Where to buy?

The Trezor hardware wallet can be purchased from the manufacturer's online shop at https://shop.trezor.io/ but also
from many resellers worldwide. We recommend checking your local electronics and computer stores, or your favorite
online retailers, as they frequently also have the device in stock.

Please, make sure the device is delivered in the originally sealed packaging - if the package is open or visibly
damaged, reject it, as it might have been tampered with.

Setting up Trezor One for the first time

Before you can use the Trezor device you need to initialize it. This only needs to be done once. Because Trezor's
software is evolving and it is being updated monthly, follow Trezor's official instructions - they are guaranteed to be
always up to date and valid.

Here is a rough outline of this simple procedure:

1. Do not plug the Trezor device into your computer yet. First you will install the latest version of the Trezor Bridge
app, which is required for the device to work properly on your machine. You can verify and debug if you already
have the latest version of Trezor Bridge by opening this. Note that administrator access is required to install the
bridge app. If you cannot install the software, please get in touch with your system administrator.

2. When the app is successfully installed, run it. The application has no active graphical interface or window, it will
just run in the background.

3. Open your Chrome or Firefox browser and go to https://wallet.trezor.io/#/

4. Connect the Trezor device to your computer via the USB cable as instructed.

5. Click Create new (wallet) to set up Trezor for the first time, and if necessary confirm on the device.

6. If you see a notification at the top of the screen that new firmware is available for your Trezor device, we
recommend you follow through with the update process before continuing. Just follow the onscreen update
instructions.

7. Follow the wizard and follow all the instructions. Among other things be sure to:

a. Create a hard-copy backup of your Trezor seed words (write down the 12 or 24 seed words on the
paper card).

b. Store this paper card in a safe place (like a safe deposit box or corporate secure space). Anyone who
can view these words can compromise your private key (and potentially abuse your credentials), so
handle this card with extreme care as per your company's security policy. This card enables you to
restore your blockchain private key in case you forget a PIN or lose your Trezor device. Do not skip
this step!

c. Set up a security PIN for your Trezor.

d. We recommended you name your device, especially if there are several Trezor devices being used in
your business environment. Any others steps are optional.
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8. You can now close the Trezor wallet website.

After completing all the steps described above and in detail on Trezor's webpage or user's manual, you should have
a properly configured Trezor hardware wallet, protected by a PIN code and also a backup 12- or 24-words written on
the paper and stored in a safe place. Once all of the above is done, you are ready to proceed with the registration of
your CargoX account.

Warning

THE MOST IMPORTANT STEP WITH INITIALIZATION OF TREZOR IS CREATING A BACKUP! IF YOU
SKIPPED THIS STEP, DO IT NOW.

Using Trezor One with the CargoX Platform

After you have configured your Trezor it is time to link it with your CargoX Platform account. If you have not
completed your account registration, do so by visiting https://cargox.digital.

Note

If you have a problem logging in with Trezor, please make sure your device is updated to the latest firmware.

Step 1: Plug in your Trezor

Make sure your Trezor is connected via USB and recognized by your computer (if it is not - have you installed the
Trezor Bridge software?).

 

Step 2: Select "Trezor Hardware Wallet"

Step 2.1: To link your Trezor with your CargoX account, login to your CargoX account with your username and
password, or with your currently linked blockchain key, then go to Account | My profile | Privacy & Security, and
click Add new blockchain key. Select Add an existing key then select Trezor Hardware Wallet from the list and
click Next.

Step 2.2: To login in the CargoX Platform with your Trezor, go to the CargoX Platform login page, select I want
to login with my blockchain key, then select More options and finally select Trezor Hardware Wallet from the list
and click Next.

Step 2.3: To unlock your Trezor for signing the blockchain transaction, just follow instructions for login with your
Trezor from step 3 onwards (you can find it below).

The CargoX advanced login window will open, and instructions will be displayed.
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When linking Trezor with your CargoX account, or unlocking it for signing a blockchain transaction, a different but
similar screen will appear:

 

Step 3: Authorize the Trezor connection.

A new tab (or browser window) will open, showing you the Trezor prompts as seen below. Click the blue Allow
button. We recommend that before confirming, you select the Don't ask me again checkbox to skip this prompt in
the future.

A second tab (or browser window) will open, showing you the second Trezor prompt. Click the green Export button.

 

Step 4: Enter your PIN.

Finally, unlock Trezor by providing the configured security PIN.

There are no visible numbers on the number pad. To increase security and prevent replay attacks (where someone
looking over your shoulder or recording your clicks might repeat your password), the numbers are scrambled every
time you visit this page.
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If your Trezor PIN would be 1234, and Trezor would display numbers as in the second photo, then you would click in
the following order:

The actual numbers are shown on your Trezor display, as shown below:

 

Step 5: Select Ethereum address

The Trezor hardware wallet supports multiple Ethereum addresses on one device. On the next screen, you will be
presented with a list of addresses configured on your Trezor wallet.

Note

It is important that you choose one address and always use this address to log into the application.

When linking your Trezor to your CargoX account, select the address and click Next. On the next screen confirm
your email by typing in the verification number sent to your email.

This is it, you are done.
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Note

When logging in with your Trezor, on unlocking, or confirming a transaction, you will see a slightly different
window - but it will display the same 5 addresses as on the login. Choose your address and click Next.

 

Step 6: Sign the message on your Trezor

To complete the log in, unlock, or to sign the transfer, you must sign a message. CargoX will show you this
window:

A new tab (browser window) might open, with the following instruction:

Be mindful of your Trezor device. Trezor will ask you to sign a binary message to confirm your blockchain private
key. Press the button marked as "Confirm ✓" on your Trezor device.
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Step 7: Your login, unlock or confirmation of the transaction is complete

A similar action (sign the message) will be required every time you want to perform a blockchain-related action on
the CargoX Platform - for example, when you will be transferring a document or envelope, release cargo, or similar.
This is now your equivalent of a digital signature - and nobody can forge it!

Ledger hardware wallet

About Ledger Nano S

The Ledger Nano S and other Ledger hardware wallets are very secure blockchain storage and transaction signing
devices. The private keys are generated by the device itself and they never leave the device. This makes them very
safe as it is virtually impossible to steal or abuse blockchain private keys from them. To use the CargoX Platform
securely, the basic and most affordable model Ledger Nano S satisfies the requirements. CargoX is compatible with
all different Ledger devices.

Please note that as of this writing, the Ledger wallet is only compatible with the Google Chrome browser.

Where to buy?

The Ledger hardware wallets can be purchased from the manufacturer's online shop and from many resellers
worldwide. We recommend checking your local electronics and computer stores, or your favorite online retailers, as
they frequently also have the device in stock. Please, make sure the device is delivered in the originally sealed
packaging - if the package is open or visibly damaged, reject it, as it might have been tampered with.
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Setting up Ledger Nano S for the first time

Before you can use the Ledger device you have to initialize it. This only needs to be done once. Because the Ledger
software is evolving and it is being updated monthly, follow Ledger's official instructions - they are guaranteed to be
always up to date and valid.

Here is a rough outline of this simple procedure:

1. The first thing you should do is install the latest version of the Ledger Live app, which is required for the device
to work properly on your computer. Note that administrator access is required to install the app. If you cannot
install the software, please get in touch with your system administrator. Once installed, connect the
Ledger device to your computer via USB cable.

2. Open the Ledger Live app.

3. Follow the application wizard and follow the instructions. Among other things be sure to:

a. Set up a security PIN for your Ledger.

b. Create a backup of your Ledger (write down 12 or 24 seed words on the paper card).

c. Store this paper card in a safe place (like a safe deposit box or in a corporate secure space). Anyone
who can view these words, can compromise your private key (and potentially abuse your credentials),
so handle this card with extreme care as per your company's security policy. This card enables you to
restore your blockchain ID in case you forget a PIN or lose your Ledger device. Do not skip this step!

4. Complete the Ledger initialization process.

5. Prepare your Ledger to work with CargoX Platform by configuring the Ethereum app on it. Once the Ethereum
app is open (if you do not have it, install it), go to Settings and verify that contract data is set to Allowed (you
can leave Debug data at NOT Displayed).

After completing all the steps described above and in detail on Ledger's Live app or webpage or user's manual, you
should have a properly configured Ledger hardware wallet device, protected by a PIN code and also a backup 12- or
24- seed words written on the paper and stored in a safe place. Once all this is done, you are ready to proceed with
the registration of your CargoX account.

Warning

THE MOST IMPORTANT STEP WITH INITIALIZATION OF LEDGER IS CREATING A BACKUP! IF YOU
SKIPPED THIS STEP, DO IT NOW.

Using Ledger with the CargoX Platform

After you have configured your Ledger hardware wallet it is time to link it with your CargoX Platform account. If you
have not completed your account registration yet, do so by visiting https://cargox.digital.

Note

If you have a problem logging in with Ledger, please make sure your device is updated to the latest firmware.

Step 1: Plug in your hardware wallet

Make sure your Ledger is connected via USB.

 

Step 2: Enter PIN

Use buttons on your Ledger to enter your PIN.
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Step 3: Open Ethereum app

Use your Ledger buttons to select the Ethereum application, open it by pressing both buttons at once. Once in the
app, you should see the Application ready prompt.

 

Step 4: Select "Ledger Hardware Wallet"

Step 4.1: To link your Ledger with your CargoX account, login to your CargoX account with your username and
password, or with any other blockchain key, then go to Account | My profile | Privacy & Security, and click Add
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new blockchain key. Select Add an existing key then select Ledger Hardware Wallet from the list and click Next
to start the process.

Step 4.2: To log into CargoX Platform with your Ledger, go to the CargoX Platform login page, select I want to
login with my blockchain key, then select More options and finally select Ledger Hardware Wallet from the list
and click Next.

Step 4.3: To unlock your Ledger for signing the blockchain transaction, just follow the instructions for login with
your Ledger from step 5 onwards.

CargoX advanced sign-in window will open, and display instructions.

Note

On Windows 10, you might see Windows security popup flashing 5 times. It might tell you that there is a problem,
or it might instruct you to sign in. This is normal, just ignore it and do not click the Cancel button.

 

Step 5: Select Ethereum address

Ledger supports multiple Ethereum addresses on one device. On the next screen you will be presented with a list of
addresses configured on your Ledger wallet.

It is essential that you choose one address and always use this address to log into the application.
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When linking your Ledger to your CargoX account, select the address and click Next. On the next screen confirm
your email by typing in the verification number sent to your email. With that your blockchain adding process will end,
as you don't have to do any action on the Ledger device itself.

When logging in with your Ledger, on unlocking, or confirming a transaction, you will see a slightly different
window, but displaying the same 5 addresses as on the login. Choose your address and click Next.

 

Step 6: Sign the message on your Ledger

To complete the log in, unlock or to sign the transfer, you must sign a message. CargoX will show you this
window:

Note

On Windows 10 you might see the Windows security popup flash a number of times.

Check your Ledger device. When its screen changes to Sign message do the following:
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Click the right button once, which will display a transaction message similar to this:

Then click the right button again, and the display will change to ✓ Sign message:

Now press both buttons simultaneously to confirm signing.

 

Step 7: Your login, unlock or confirmation of the transaction is complete

A similar action (sign the message) will be required every time you want to perform a blockchain-related action on
the CargoX Platform - for example, when you will be transferring a document or envelope, release cargo, or similar.
This is now your equivalent of a digital signature - and nobody can forge it!
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MetaMask software wallet

MetaMask is an add-on for Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Brave and the new Microsoft Edge browsers. It is also available
for mobile devices (Android and IOS). MetaMask is not supported on older browsers such as Internet Explorer and
Safari.

This extension stores your blockchain private keys and enables you to sign transactions without revealing
your private key - which is one step closer to the security hardware wallets provide. If you are unable to
procure a hardware wallet, use MetaMask.

Because it adds functionality to a normal browser context, MetaMask requires your permission to read and write to
any web page.

Setting up MetaMask for the first time

Step 1: Install the extension

MetaMask needs to be installed into your specific browser. This needs to be done only once.

Administrator access is required to install the MetaMask. If you cannot install the add-on software, please get in
touch with your system administrator.

Download the extension at https://metamask.io/download.html and choose the version for your web browser.

Usually, you need to click the Get Extension and confirm the installation of the add-on, similar to what is shown
below:

Alternately, use the Brave browser, which focuses on privacy and blockchain solutions. Brave already comes
bundled with the MetaMask extension. You need to enable it by visiting the preferences page, section Extensions
and choose MetaMask as the default Web3 wallet provider for using Dapps:
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Step 2: Prepare your MetaMask

MetaMask helps you manage different Ethernet blockchain private keys, much like a hardware wallet would. To
prepare your MetaMask, you need to create at least one wallet. This step needs to be done only once.

Click on the MetaMash icon (brown fox) to open the plugin, click Get Started.

Step 2.1: Create a new wallet on MetaMask

To set up a new account and wallet, click Create a Wallet.

Step 2.2: Create a password

The first thing you need to do is create a password. This password is used to securely store your MetaMask, so
make sure you pick a good password and write it down somewhere safe. Losing this password will mean you
will not be able to access your blockchain key stored in MetaMask.

Step 2.3: Save seed words

After creating a wallet, you will get a list of 12 or more seed words. These words help you recover your account
on another computer if your computer gets lost or stolen, the disk breaks down, or if you forget your
MetaMask password.

Write down these words on a piece of paper with a ball-point pen and store it somewhere safe (e.g. in a safe), away
from your PC. Anyone who can view these words can compromise your private key (and potentially abuse your
credentials), so handle this card with extreme care as per your company's security policy.
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Make sure you follow all the instructions.

Step 2.4: MetaMask initialization completed

You will be presented with the main MetaMask screen, as seen below. Depending on the browser this might open as
a popup, new tab, or new browser window.

After you have configured your MetaMask account, it is time to link it with your CargoX Platform account. If you have
not completed your account registration do so by visiting https://cargox.digital.

Using MetaMask with CargoX

Step 1: Unlock MetaMask and log in to CargoX Platform

Click on the MetaMask icon in your browser to open MetaMask window (usually it appears in the upper right corner).

Unless you have recently unlocked your MetaMask account, you will have to enter the password. For security
reasons MetaMask will ask you for the password after every restart of the browser.
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Step 2: Select MetaMask

Step 2.1: To link your MetaMask to your CargoX account, log into your CargoX account with your username and
password, or a linked blockchain key, then go to Account | My profile | Privacy & Security, and click Add new
blockchain key. Select Add an existing key then select MetaMask from the list and click Next.

Step 2.2: To log into the CargoX Platform with your MetaMask, go to the CargoX Platform login page, select I
want to login with my blockchain key, then select More options and finally select MetaMask from the list, then
click Next.

Step 2.3: To unlock your MetaMask for signing the blockchain transaction, just follow instructions for logging in
with your MetaMask from step 3 onwards.
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The CargoX advanced login window will open, containing further instructions.

 

Step 3: Authorize the CargoX Platform to communicate with the MetaMask

MetaMask will display the Connect request pop-up window, asking you to allow CargoX Platform to communicate
with your MetaMask. Click the Connect button to continue.

This will allow the CargoX Platform to read the public address of your MetaMask account, and display it for
confirmation.

 

Step 4: Verify the MetaMask account public address

If you have multiple accounts stored in your MetaMask, verify that this is the one you wish to use, then click Next to
continue. It is important that you choose the same address every time.

When linking your MetaMask to your CargoX account, verify the address and click Next. On the next screen confirm
your email by typing in the verification number that was sent to your email. With that your blockchain key adding
process will end - there is no need to perform any additional steps in the MetaMask.

When logging in with your MetaMask, or unlocking it for signing a blockchain transaction, a different but similar
screen will appear, where you again verify that MetaMask is providing the right public address:

 

Step 5: Confirm the transaction by Signing it

A MetaMask window will appear, displaying the challenge message you need to sign with your private blockchain
key, in order to confirm action. Click the Sign button to continue.
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Step 6: Your login, unlock or confirmation of the transaction is complete

A similar action (sign the message) will be required every time you want to perform a blockchain-related action on
the CargoX Platform - for example, when you will be transferring a document or envelope, release cargo, or similar.
This is now your equivalent of a digital signature - and nobody can forge it!

Contacts

Contacts

You can only exchange documents with the companies you are connected with on the CargoX Platform.

In the Contacts section, you can see the details of companies you are connected with. Here you can start the
connection process by sending invites to connect, and you can manage received invitations.

Know your customer!

Due to security and privacy reasons, CargoX does not provide a global list of companies that are using the
CargoX Platform.

Instead, you are building your own ecosystem, your own verified chain of trust. The concept of a verified chain of
trust is used also by LinkedIn and other large social networks.

It is completely up to you to connect with others, as you and you alone know your customers and your business
partners.

The connection process is simple - you only need to provide the email address of your contact at the company you
want to connect with. Invited person will receive an email from the CargoX Platform, along with all the information
about who wants to connect with them (your and your company's information).

This gives invitees 100% control over who they connect and transact with on the CargoX Platform. Since companies
remain in complete control over all their connections (and can remove them at any moment), they are completely
protected against the risk of trusting a 3rd party over a KYC or other ID verification process.

When the invitee accepts the sent invitation, both companies see the other company in their contacts list - along with
all contact details and other information.

Warning

When you receive an invitation to connect MAKE SURE THAT YOU KNOW THIS PERSON AND DOUBLE
CHECK THE DETAILS OF THE COMPANY. FAILING TO CHECK MIGHT RESULT IN SENDING DOCUMENTS
TO A WRONG COMPANY.
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Note

Any side can remove a connection with any particular company at any time.

How to connect

There are two ways how you can connect with a Company.

1. Send an invite to them. All you need is the email address of your contact there.

2. Accept the received invitation, if they have sent an invitation to connect first.

Benefit 1: Always up-to-date contacts

Building your own community of companies around you can give you a competitive edge.

Once two companies are connected on the CargoX Platform, they both see contact details of each other.

Note

As a side benefit - because everyone is responsible for maintaining only their own data (through their My
company | company details), you do not have to maintain hundreds of addresses, phone numbers, contact
persons, and other information for all the companies you work with. You will see the latest relevant data anytime
they update their profile.

Benefit 2: Private notes

You can even add private notes for each company. These can be instructions for your colleagues on how to handle
a particular company, who your contact person is etc. Only users from your company see the note.

Send an invite to connect

You can only exchange documents with companies who your are connected with on the CargoX Platform. As
explained in the Contacts section, there are two ways how companies can connect. You can accept the invitation
received from other parties, or you can invite a company. Let's review this process.

Note

Don't use this form to invite your colleagues. To add a user to your company use the users section.

Note

Be sure to complete your company's profile (and add logo) and your contact details like phone and title in your
profile, before sending the invitations to other companies. This way receiving party will receive more information
about your company and yourself which will make it easier for them to verify your authenticity and accept your
request to connect faster.
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Attention!

Quick instructions: To connect with another company go to Contacts, click the green +Invite button. Enter email
address of company representative in the User email field. Click Send Invitation. In Contacts you can see the
status of your connection request.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

Step 1: Sending the invitation to connect

This can be done in Contacts by clicking the green Invite button.

 

Step 2: Enter the email address

Note

To prevent double registrations, invite only one contact per company.

Enter the email of your contact at another company. You can invite more than one company at a time - just separate
the emails with spaces or commas. Once the invitation is accepted, the company will show up automatically in your
contacts.

Optionally enter an invitation message that will be sent with the invitation email.
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An automatic email will be sent to these recipients, along with your contact details, and with a message that you want
to connect with them on the CargoX Platform for the purpose of exchanging digital (original) documents.

What happens after you send the invite?

If the user you are inviting is already a member of the CargoX Platform, they will get an email and an in-app
notification, that you wish to connect. When they accept the connection, the process is completed and you will see
each other's details in your Contacts section.

If the user is not yet a member of the CargoX Platform, they will receive an email inviting them to the platform. The
email will include all the instructions on how to create a free account on the CargoX Platform. When they complete
the 2-minute registration process, and they accept your invitation to connect in the app, you will see each other's
details in the Contacts section.

 

Step 3: Review sent invitations

You can see your sent and received invitations in the Contacts, by clicking on tabs.

If the invitation is still pending after several days, call your contact at the company you wish to connect to and kindly
remind them to respond.

Note

We strongly suggest, that you first talk to your contact in the company you want to connect to on the CargoX
Platform. Inform them in advance that you will invite them to the CargoX Platform. Maybe they are already on the
CargoX Platform and if they give you the email of their CargoX account this will speed up the process.

Tip

You do not have to explain the CargoX Platform operation to your partners - we will do it! We have
prepared a guide on how to approach your business and transport partners about the CargoX. Use it as
suggested, as it will save you time! How? Connect us with your partner and we will explain CargoX benefits and
provide technical support to them directly.
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Managing received invitations

You can only exchange documents with companies that you are connected with on the CargoX Platform. As
explained in the Contacts section, there are two ways how companies can connect. You can send the invitation to
connect to a company, or you can accept the invitations received from others. Let's review this process.

Note

When you receive an invitation to connect MAKE SURE THAT YOU KNOW THIS PERSON AND DOUBLE
CHECK THE DETAILS OF THE COMPANY. FAILING TO CHECK MIGHT RESULT IN SENDING
DOCUMENTS TO A WRONG COMPANY.

Step 1: Review received invitations

When you receive an invitation to connect, you receive an email notification and also an in-app notification. To review
and accept the received invitation to connect, go to Contacts (in the sidebar), and click on the third tab - Received
invitations.

 

Step 2: Verify the sender

You are responsible for thoroughly verifying the sender's details! Compare their details, name of the contact person,
address, email, and phone number, against your address book and information that you have about that person. If
you are in doubt, verify in the real world by calling or emailing the company you received an invitation from. Only
accept an invitation to connect when you are sure the invitation comes from a legitimate company or person
that you conduct business with.

To show details about the company that sent you the invitation to connect, click on the inviting company and the
company details, including contact details will open.

Warning

If you receive an invitation but do not know or do not recognize the sender, or the email or phone numbers seem
wrong, you should NOT accept the invitation. Contacts also serve as a basic security and privacy mechanism
and prevent identity theft, spam, and spying between competitors. Only connected companies can exchange
documents, see their company details, and view each other's public blockchain addresses (but never the private
blockchain keys!).
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Step 3: Accepting the invitation

When you are ready to accept the invitation and connect with the company, click the green Accept button. That is it!

Warning

If you are positive that you are being invited by scammers / fake companies, you can click on the three-dotted
icon next to accept button, and Reject the invitation. If such an invitation is sent to you repeatedly, report it to
support@cargox.io.

Interface

I need help!

If you have a question, a suggestion, or if you want to report a software bug, there are many ways to contact us.

1. User's guide

Check out the rest of the User’s manual here at https://help.cargox.digital. Do not miss the FAQ section as well - it
contains many practical questions and answers.

Use the search. Enter keywords, associated with your question in the search box:

2. Contact us via support chat

The support chat is always available in the lower corner of the CargoX Platform user interface. Just click the round
green icon and it will activate.
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Tip

Make sure you are logged into your CargoX account before opening the chat. This way it will be faster for us to
provide support as we can skip the identification steps.

3. Send us an email

Send us an email at support@cargox.io.

4. Contact your designated contact at CargoX

Issuers and large enterprise can contact their designated business contact at CargoX.

The workspace

To help you get acquainted with the CargoX Platform user interface, here is a quick overview:

(1) Inbox: The main, central part of the screen lists the smart envelopes that hold documents. Each entry represents
a smart envelope, and the rounded icons represent the attached documents. Click on the envelope entry to open a
side panel with more details. To learn more read about the Smart envelopes and documents.

(2) Search: A powerful search allows you to quickly find any document. Enter search terms in the search entry field.
You can narrow your search by using the tags like Sender: or Document type:. Although most of the documents are
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unstructured PDF documents, the search also tries to find matching keywords in the content of these documents. To
achieve the best results, use tags, and the manually entered metadata when uploading new documents.

(3) Compose button: This starts the process of creating a new smart envelope and documents. This process allows
you to send multiple documents and a message for the recipient, as well as transfer ownership of the documents.

(4) Mail folders: Your envelopes (they operate similar to email) are sorted in folders.

• The Inbox folder contains documents currently in your possession - you own these documents. You can
perform actions on all the documents you own.

• The Drafts folder contains all the envelopes you started working on.

• The Sent folder contains envelopes that you sent to companies you are connected with.

• The Archive folder is a place where you archive envelopes and documents you have completed working
on.

• The Incoming folder appears only when you have a pending incoming envelope for which you need to
manually confirm the acceptance and cover sending costs.

• The Returned folder will contain all envelopes and documents that were not delivered to the recipient.

(5) Manage: This section allows you to manage your company's account details.

• Rules and Filters allow you to set up custom notifications depending on various rules. For example, send
an email notification to Jim if we received a document from company ABC where there is a B/L document
with voyage number 123, or similar.

• Contacts: See details of the companies you are connected to on the CargoX Platform. In the contacts, you
can send an invitation to connect to other companies, such as business and transport partners. As a
security feature you can only exchange envelopes and documents with companies you are connected to,
therefore it is mandatory to be connected.

(6) Account: Holds your account-specific settings.

• The Company details section allows you to enter all of your company's contact and business details
needed for business purposes, including address, VAT number, and logo (only if you are authorized to do
so). Please enter them correctly and fully.

• The Users section is where you create the CargoX Platform accounts for your co-workers and manage
their permissions and blockchain keys (only if you have permission to do so). You can add unlimited users
under your Company's account.

• In the Billing section, you can buy new units for sending or registering documents through the blockchain,
review units spending, download invoices, and manage your billing details. You also have direct access to
the latest price list.

• My profile, where you can edit your personal data, add your phone number, manage your blockchain keys,
change your password, and upload your photo or avatar image.

(7) Company logo: Clicking on your company logo or company name opens the My Company | company details
page.

(8) Account balance: Here the number of units you have available on your account is displayed. Click the number
for a detailed summary of your units. While the majority of document types can be sent for free, some specific
documents have an associated cost. Visit CargoX Platform pricing policy for more info. The total price of the
envelope (in units) can be seen when composing a new envelope.

(9) Notifications: The bell icon will display a red circle with a number of unread notifications. Clicking this icon opens
the notifications listing, where notifications regarding received envelopes, new contacts, blockchain keys, etc., are
displayed. Notifications are actionable so click on them to access specific actions!

(10) Your photo / avatar image: This allows you to check whether your blockchain key is locked or unlocked, and it
provides a shortcut to your profile and other settings. It initially shows your initials, and once you upload your photo it
will show your face or another avatar image.

(11) Workspace customization: Here you can decide on the envelope and document view, and the way how
envelopes are sorted in the folder view.
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(12) Support chat: Have a problem or a question? Click the green chat icon to open real-time chat with our support
staff. Life support is available every workday 8 am - 8 pm (UTC+2). Other ways to get help.

Smart envelopes and Smart documents

Managing your documents on the CargoX Platform is much simpler and even more intuitive than managing your
physical paper documents.

Why a smart envelope?

When handling paper documents, you never send a document - you always send an envelope that contains one or
several documents. To send it, you have to provide a destination address, so that the courier can find the recipient.

It is the same on the CargoX Platform. It handles electronic envelopes and electronic documents. Our technology,
combined with a public blockchain, preserves all the key functionalities of the physical paper documents while adding
numerous benefits, like security and speed of transfer. That is why we call them smart envelopes and smart
documents.

A smart envelope allows you to send one or several smart documents to a recipient.

A smart document is an electronic document, represented by a PDF file or any other supported file format. The
CargoX Platform calculates the digital fingerprint (hash) of every uploaded document, which allows all involved
parties to verify the authenticity of that original digital document. Each document is also encrypted at the time of the
upload, and always stored and handled by the CargoX Platform in the encrypted format. On a document level, the
CargoX Platform also provides a full timestamped audit log. This documents all events through the lifetime of a
particular document. It records who created it, each ownership transfer, and finally the accomplishment of the
document.

Your Inbox

Everything starts in your Inbox. On the left side, there is a list of folders that hold your smart envelopes. All users see
Inbox, Drafts, Sent, and Archive, but more folders are available. Read more about folders in the CargoX Platform
workspace which provides an overall explanation of the workspace and user interface.

The red number indicates how many envelopes require your attention. It always represents the number of yet
unopened or unread envelopes.

Each line in the central section of the screen represents one smart envelope. In the screenshot above the first line
visually stands out (the sender's name is bold and the background is light) as it has not been opened yet. It is already
visible who sent it, when, which documents it contains, and some additional information.
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Smart envelope

To open an envelope click on the entry. The contents are shown, including a message (optional) at the top, followed
by the complete list of included documents with live thumbnail preview.

At the bottom several action buttons are available.

Document types and blockchain support

The CargoX Platform supports many document types, including but not limited to different bills of lading, certificates,
letters of credit, invoices, reports, claims ... Depending on the document type these documents can have full, partial,
or no blockchain support.

Authenticity and ownership guarantee

This means that the CargoX Platform can guarantee authenticity (whether a digital document is unchanged) and
track the ownership of any document (who is currently in possession of a specific document).

Full blockchain support documents

Some documents, a B/L for example, which is a document of title, need both. A B/L document is not allowed to be
changed while it is transferred, but it is equally important to know who currently owns it. That is why it requires full
blockchain support (tracking authenticity and ownership). This is indicated by a document icon with a solid
background:

Partial blockchain support documents

For other documents, for example certificates, it is only important to be able to guarantee the authenticity, to detect
whether the document is an untouched original. In the CargoX Platform this is called partial blockchain support -
indicated by a document icon with a partially solid background:

Here ownership is not important, as anyone can create a legitimate copy of the certificate and still use it for the
original purpose - for example, a distributor of goods gives a copy of a manufacturer's certificate to every retailer. At
the same time it is important to know who issued this certificate and that the document you have is still identical to
the issued one (and therefore it is the original).

No blockchain support

The third type of documents are just your plain digital documents like an invoice or a note, that are today exchanged
through email and they require no special features (also, no blockchain support). This is indicated by an icon
without a solid background:
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Besides the convenience of having all your documents in one envelope on one platform, there are further benefits
why use CargoX to send these documents. One is the digital storage (Archive) provided by CargoX. The other is
that even for these documents CargoX is calculating the digital fingerprint which results in a digital trail. The audit log
for these documents is stored off the blockchain, but still, a digital trail exists that you have sent a document and
there is proof that the document was received by the recipient. It also proves the document was not intercepted and
changed by any third party, a hacker or other person - this is something that email does not provide!

Notifications

Every time something important happens with your CargoX account, the notification icon will light up and display a
brief description. This happens when:

• you receive a document

• a business partner sends you an invitation to connect

• a company reacts to your invitation, or

• new units are loaded onto your account...

The notification icon will light up!

A red icon will display a number of notifications you have not yet acted upon.

Once you click on the red notification icon, a notification window will appear. The list of notifications s actionable -
click a notification entry, and it will take you to the appropriate section of the CargoX Platform. For example, when
you see a pending invitation, a click on the entry will take you to Contacts, where you can verify and accept the
invitation.

If you click on the View all notifications link, you will be taken to a page where you can review all past notifications.
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Depending on whether you sent invitations or you have just received them, the listing will be displayed slightly
differently. You can see a log of your past actions - whether you accepted or rejected the invitation to connect.

Clicking on a notification will indicate that you have read it or acted on it.

Search

To search your CargoX Platform account for documents, click into the search field.

You can start by entering search keywords that have to be at least 3 characters long. The search will find all
documents where either the document name, filename, sender, recipient, metadata, or document's contents (if
available) matches the search query.

With advanced search functionalities, you can limit the search by Sender or Document type.
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For more powerful search functions and document organization, you can also use tags. Tags are the text fields that
can be added in document properties when uploading a document - either by manually entering them, or
automatically in a case of API integration.

Once you click in the search field, a list of all tags used in documents on your accounts will open. You can either
choose a tag and provide a (partial) value as a search query (no need to use a wildcard as this is the default
behavior); or you can just select a tag and press TAB to use it (without providing a search query value). This way all
documents that have this tab defined will be matched, regardless of the value.

You can combine not only your search keywords but tags.

Using the platform

Auditing received envelopes and documents

You will receive an automated email notification every time you receive a new envelope into your CargoX account
(you can change this setting with rules and filters).

Once you log into the CargoX Platform at https://cargox.digital, the view defaults to your Inbox folder where all
envelopes and documents in your possession are shown. To learn more about Inbox and other folders read about
the CargoX Platform workspace.

Your envelopes and documents

Each line in the central part of the screen represents one envelope, and the main information about the
envelope is already visible:

In the first column, you can see the sender of the envelope (and their logo if they set it), next you can see the
attached documents and document types icons. In the highlighted example below there is one certificate of origin
(COO), one invoice, and one other document (+1). To see this third document you will have to click on the envelope.

Next is the message from the sender (the first part of it). Towards the end of the line, the tags are displayed, if the
sender has set them, followed by the timestamp when the envelope was received.

Unopened envelopes have a different background color (lighter).

Envelope view

To open an envelope just click anywhere on the envelope header. This will open the envelope pop-up with all the
details from the envelope and with all documents presented.
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At the top of the expanded area you can see the name of the sender and the timestamp when the envelope was
received in your inbox.

Below you will find all the documents attached in this envelope. You can see the basic information about each
document, like the document type, name of the document, and the size of the document.

Further below are the document preview and information about who is the issuer (uploader) of the document, and
who is the current owner. If you are looking at the envelope in your Inbox, it should be you who are in possession of
these documents.

Under each document, there are also several document action buttons. You should always see the Download and
Audit log buttons (explained below in the opening a document section), but depending on your role (per document)
you can also see other buttons such as Destroy or Release cargo.

At the bottom of the page, you see action buttons related to the envelope. These depend on your role and state of
the envelope. There can be the Seal, Transfer, and Delete draft buttons. In the Inbox you will usually see the
Forward button for creating a new outbound draft envelope containing all documents from this envelope, allowing
you to send it further, the Return to sender button, the Archive button for moving the envelope to the Archive folder,
and the Download all button for downloading all documents to your computer with one click.

Document view

To see all details about a document just click on it. This will open a pop-up with more information, including
document type, name of the document, file name, and file type.

Depending on the document type you will also see who issued (uploaded) the document, who is the current owner of
the document, and who is the release agent (only for B/L type of documents).
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Audit log

The audit log is a record of everything that happened with a document. It provides a complete title transfer history
and authenticity information and serves as a legally valid proof of title and proof of authenticity. CargoX keeps an
audit log for each and every document uploaded and transferred over the CargoX Platform.

Depending on the document type this information is either stored in the CargoX database or on the public blockchain
(indicated by the active link View blockchain record). Link opens an independent 3rd-party website, providing
insight into details of each transaction. This allows anyone to verify details independently of CargoX.

The audit log can be downloaded as a PDF document. Click the down arrow next to Download to expand the options
and select Download Audit Log PDF.

The downloaded audit log includes the document hash code, which allows anyone holding the document to verify its
authenticity by recalculating the hash and comparing it with the original one calculated at the time of document
upload. The downloaded audit log also includes the QR codes and links for verifying blockchain records.

Metadata

Under the audit log, you can find all metadata provided by the uploader. These allow you to filter, search, and sort
documents much more efficiently.

Document action buttons

At the bottom of the pop-up you can find action buttons, which depend on the document type and your role with this
document.

You will always see the Download button, which allows you to download the current document. If you are in
possession of this document at this moment (see above whether your company is listed under CURRENT OWNER)
you will download the document file as it was provided by the uploader.

If you are not in possession of the document anymore (for example, if you already transferred the document to
another company) then you will download a watermarked version, giving you a visual indication that you are dealing
with a copy.

You can also download a watermarked copy if you are in possession - just click the down arrow next to the download
button and choose Download with watermark. The same functionality allows you to download the audit log in PDF.

OPTIONAL: If you are an issuer of this document, and the document was returned to you, a Destroy button will be
available to you, allowing you to start the amending process. Similarly, if you are a designated release agent for this
document, a Release cargo button will be available, again allowing you to accomplish the document.
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Composing and sealing an envelope

There are just two ways to send a document on the CargoX Platform. You can select it from your computer (upload),
or you can forward a document you have received from someone else and which is currently in your Inbox.

Either action creates a new envelope draft. You can pause your work on a draft envelope at any time and resume it
later. You can find drafts in your Draft folder.

Step 1: Create a new envelope

Click the green Compose button to create a new envelope:

A new envelope window will appear:

 

Step 2: Select the recipient

As soon as you click in the Recipient field, a drop-down menu will allow you to choose a company from your
Contacts. You can also start typing the name to find it in your list automatically.

Remember, you can only exchange documents with the companies you are connected with on the CargoX Platform.
If you want to send an envelope to a new company, you need to connect with them first.

 

Step 3: Attach documents

Each envelope must contain at least one document, as you can not send empty envelopes.
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You can either upload a document from your computer, or select the one you already uploaded into your CargoX
Platform account. You can also mix both methods.

- Uploading local documents

Use the gray Upload new button to upload documents from your computer. To add documents from your computer
select one or multiple documents in the file browser and confirm upload. You can also drag and drop documents
from your file explorer or finder app to the draft envelope in your browser. You can upload several documents at
once.

- Adding them from your inbox

Use the gray Choose from inbox button to attach documents from the Inbox folder. Inbox contains all documents
that are in your possession.

In the Choose document pop-up select the documents you want to attach and click the green Add to draft button.

- You can also remove documents from the draft

To remove the documents, just click the gray Remove button next to them, and confirm removal in the dialog. This
will not really delete the document from your CargoX Platform account, but it will remove it from this new draft
envelope you work on.
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Step 4: Add additional information in properties

For each uploaded document you have to provide mandatory document type information.

Click the Properties button for a specific document and select its Document type.

Use the drop-down menu to scroll through all available document types, or start typing to filter down the possibilities.

Some document types such as bills of lading or certificates have more mandatory fields that you need to fill. These
fields are clearly marked with the red This field is required! label.

Note

In the screenshot example below, the user selects the House bill of lading and needs to provide two mandatory
values - the B/L document number (user copies the B/L number from the uploaded document), and the
Release agent (user chooses release agent from a list of connected companies).
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Below you can also add optional information like the notify party. The provided email addresses will be notified of
every ownership or state change for this document.

Note

Documents added from the Inbox already have these properties set (person who uploaded them to the CargoX
did it at that time).

 

Step 5: Add tags

By clicking on the Tags tab you can provide additional meta-information about each document. Depending on the
document type there might already be several predefined tags available. You can always add your custom tags by
just clicking in the field and start writing.

Tags are displayed on the Inbox screen. They provide useful information about the documents in the envelope
without the need to open each envelope and document.

Tags can be used for filtering, searching, and sorting. Users can further customize their inbox look and receive
notifications based on rules and filters that are based on tags.
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Step 6: Verify the document information in the right sidebar

In the colored sidebar on the right you can see the live preview of the document and its main properties such as file
name, file type, document type, size. Even more importantly, you can see the price (in units) and limits of the chosen
document type - for example, some B/L types allow only a limited number of exchange of ownership transfers (hops).

 

Step 7: Save the document changes

Once you are satisfied with the properties of the document, click the green Save button to return to the envelope
view.

You can repeat the process of providing properties for other uploaded documents, or upload or add another
document.

 

Step 8: Verify the price to send the envelope

In the bottom right corner of the envelope, you can see the price (in units) to transfer the envelope. Per CargoX
pricing policy you only pay for the transfer if you are issuing (uploading) document to the blockchain. If you are only
forwarding a received document, you do not need units, as this action is always free of charge (the document's
blockchain fee has been paid for by the original sender).
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Step 9: Add an optional message

Just like with an email, you can add an optional text message to the envelope. The message will only be visible to
the recipient. Write it into the provided field. Users tend to use the message field to communicate instructions to the
recipient.

 

Step 10: Seal the envelope

Once you are satisfied with the envelope, click the orange Seal button to prepare it for transfer.

Note

On the CargoX Platform, sealing the envelope creates a digital fingerprint (hash) of all documents, encrypts
documents, and finally moves them to the decentralized storage (IPFS). This corresponds to putting the paper
documents into the courier's envelope when dealing with physical documents.

When you seal the envelope, it remains in your possession, but this unlocks a new action - the possibility to transfer
it.

When an envelope is sealed, you can no longer add or remove documents or make any other changes. If you need,
you can unseal the envelope and change the recipient, documents, and their properties, or even the message. After
that, you can seal the envelope again. You can also delete the draft envelope if you no longer need it.

Note

The Seal button is only active (orange), if all the attached documents have their mandatory fields filled, and if you
have selected the recipient.

Transferring the envelope

Warning

Sending the envelope is an irreversible process. Once you can send it, it is impossible to undo the process, as
the ownership information passes to the recipient via the immutable (unchangeable) blockchain transaction.

PREREQUISITES:

• Your blockchain key must be unlocked

• Your account must have proper permissions to be allowed to transfer envelopes and manage documents:
"Transfer documents and create envelopes" or "document manager"

• Have enough units in your company account to pay for the transfer. The price (U) of the transfer can be
seen in the lower right corner of the sealed envelope. If you are forwarding received document(s), you do
not need units, as this action is always free of charge.

You can check both in the Privacy and Security section of My profile.

Step 1: Verify that the envelope is sealed

Only an envelope that is sealed can be transferred. If you still see the orange Seal button, the envelope is not yet
sealed. To verify if the envelope is sealed, look at the available action buttons. If you see the green Transfer button
you can continue.

Step 2: Click the Transfer button
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To initiate the transfer click the green Transfer button.

You can do that while viewing the envelope - the green button is at the bottom left side of the envelope pop-up:

You can also transfer the envelope from the envelope listing in your Drafts folder. Just click the green Transfer
button at the end of the line:

Note

If you do not see the Transfer button or if your blockchain key is locked (the key icon next to the user's image is
red), check the prerequisites at the beginning of this page to resolve.
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Step 3: Double-check all data

The transfer process always starts with an overview. Please carefully review which documents you are about to
transfer, and especially to whom, as the transfer is irreversible! You can also review the message you attached to the
envelope.

You need to decide who will pay for the transfer and review how much the transfer will cost (in units). Normally the
issuer (uploader) of the document pays, but alternatively, collect payment is possible where the first recipient will
cover the costs.

When you are ready to continue click the green Next button.

Step 4: Digitally sign the transfer

To confirm the transfer, you must authenticate and digitally sign it with your blockchain key. Select the checkbox to
confirm you understand the transfer can not be reverted, and click the green Sign and Transfer button to continue.

Note

If you have two or more blockchain keys linked to your CargoX Platform account, you can choose which one you
wish to use. If the chosen key is still locked, you will have to unlock it in order to be able to sign and transfer an
envelope.

Step 5: Transfer is underway

After you confirm the transfer, the CargoX Platform will generate the required blockchain transactions and send them
to the blockchain. A few seconds later the summary will be shown. You can now close the pop-up by pressing Close
or [X] in the upper right corner.
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Step 6: Status of the transfer

To verify the status of the transaction, click on the Sent folder.

You can see the status of envelopes that are in transit - they have the orange SENDING tag present as seen below.

The speed of the actual transfer depends on the throughput of the blockchain network at a given time. Transfers
normally take between a few seconds and a few minutes, but they can also take more time. You can click on the
orange SENDING tag for more details.

Once the orange SENDING tag disappears, the transfer is completed, and the ownership of the documents in the
envelope has passed from you to the recipient.

Step 7: Transfer is complete - check the status and audit log

Click on the sent envelope. As shown in the screenshot below, you can see that the envelope was delivered (it has a
green tag). The timestamp describes when it was delivered into the possession of the recipient.

The CargoX Platform provides superb visibility with a per-document transaction log. Each document ownership or
state change is written to the audit log, which you can see at any time by clicking on the Audit log button (and for
document types that have full blockchain support - also by confirming on the blockchain).
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Forward the received documents

There are two ways to send a document on the CargoX Platform.

Forward is the simplest one, as it allows you to just forward one or more documents received on the CargoX Platform
to the next recipient.

Step 1: The magic forward button

In your Inbox click on the envelope that contains the documents you wish to forward. To forward all documents in
that envelope, click the green Forward button at the bottom.

 

Step 2: The new draft envelope

This will immediately create a new draft envelope, and attach to it all the documents contained in the selected
envelope.

You now have the flexibility to either remove some of the documents in the draft or add more of them.
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Step 3: Continue as with a new envelope

The rest of the process is identical to the composing of the new envelope process, therefore please follow
instructions for creating and sealing a new envelope.

 

Step 4: Quick summary

After you add all the documents, select the recipient from the list of companies you are connected with and write an
optional message.

Once you have chosen the recipient, added the document(s), and wrote an optional message, click the orange Seal
button to prepare the envelope for sending.

 

IT IS SIMPLE: When using forward you do not need to fill any document properties, as those were already provided
by the original issuer (uploader) of the documents.

IT IS FREE: There are no costs associated with forwarding the documents, as they were already paid for by the
issuer (or the first recipient). You can read more about the CargoX pricing policy.

NEED MORE HELP? Visit the compose and seal a new envelope page for a step-by-step explanation of all
elements of the compose screen.

Collect payment envelope

As explained in Who will pay for the transfer? the vast majority of documents sent on the CargoX Platform are sent in
a way where the issuer is covering the cost of the blockchain document transfer. But due to the flexibility of the
CargoX Platform another use case - a collect payment - is also possible.

Collect payment allows the first recipient to cover the cost of blockchain document transfer over the CargoX Platform.
The parties agree on the collect payment mostly for faster and easier onboarding of the issuer (since there are no
costs for them, the internal procuring process is faster).

Sending the envelope as a collect payment

Note

Collect payment is only available when sending standard envelope. This feature is not available for the
Egyptian ACI filing.

While the procedure to create documents and envelope is the same when using a collect payment method of
transfer, the only difference comes during the Step 3 of transferring of the envelope, where the sender needs to
select the Recipient will pay (pay to collect) option.

This will immediately update the total cost for the sender, as indicated in the example and two screenshots:

The cost of 0.2 units is now assigned to the recipient, while there is zero cost for the sender.
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The sender still has to digitally sign the transfer with his private blockchain key, before the transaction can be
initiated. As this transaction (and transfer of ownership/title) will only happen if the recipient accepts the costs - the
actual blockchain transaction is delayed until the moment when the recipient accepts the incoming envelope.

After the sending process completes, the sender can find the "sent" envelope in the Sent folder, and clicking on it will
show the status (pending acceptance), which will only change after the recipient reacts to it.

If the recipient accepts the costs, the status will change to Sent (and will show the exact timestamp of blockchain
transfer); and if the recipient rejects the envelope, it will be returned to the sender's Returned folder, from where the
sender can send it again, or delete it.

Receiving the envelope as a collect payment

The recipient will get an email notification about the incoming envelope. Once the recipient logs into the CargoX
Platform, a new folder titled Incoming will appear on the left side.

If the user clicks on the envelope in this folder, more details will be shown.

As ownership of this envelope and its documents are still with the sender, only limited details - such as the name of
the document and document type will be shown.

Live preview or thumbnail is not available for the pay-to-collect incoming documents.
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On the right side, the total cost for accepting this envelope is presented.

At the bottom of the screen the user has two buttons - he can either accept or reject the incoming envelope and
related costs.

If the user rejects the incoming envelope, the sender is notified about it, and that is the end of the process.

If the user accepts the incoming envelope, a summary pop-up is displayed, again showing the total cost related to
accepting this envelope. Once the user confirms the acceptance by clicking the green Yes, accept this envelope,
the blockchain transaction is created and the transfer of ownership starts.

Since it might take between a few seconds and a few minutes for the blockchain transaction to complete, during this
time the recipient sees the status of the envelope in the Incoming folder with an orange transaction pending status
indicator.

After the blockchain transaction completes, the envelope is moved from the Incoming to the Inbox folder. Here, the
recipient can normally open it and see all the details and documents in the envelope.
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Unsealing the envelope

Note

If you have already completed the sealing process of your new envelope, you can no longer add or remove
documents into it, or make any other changes to the envelope.

Step 1: Unseal the envelope

If you wish to make changes, you have to first unseal the envelope.

To do that just click the gray Unseal button at the bottom of the envelope pop-up.

Step 2: Make the change

Now you can edit the envelope again, add or remove documents, change properties and document type, select a
different recipient, and edit the text message.

Step 3: Continue with...

You can leave your envelope unsealed in the system and make changes later.

Once you make all the necessary changes and wish to continue towards transferring the envelope, first seal it again
by clicking the Seal button. There are no limits on how many times you can seal and unseal the envelope.

You can leave the sealed envelope in your Drafts folder to transfer it later, or you can continue with the transfer.

Alternatively, you can also delete your draft envelope if you no longer need it.
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Deleting a draft envelope

You can delete any envelope - sealed or unsealed - from the Drafts folder.

Note

If the draft envelope includes a (forwarded) document of title from your inbox, the ownership of that document will
return back to the envelope in the inbox if the draft is deleted (and you can then forward it again).

Step 1: Delete the draft

Click on the Drafts folder, and open the envelope you wish to delete.

Deleting a draft envelope is irreversible, so make sure you are deleting the right envelope.

Click the gray Delete draft button at the bottom.

Step 2: Confirm deletion

Confirm your action in the pop-up by again clicking on the red Delete button.
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Archiving the envelopes to clear my workspace

To clean up your Inbox, Sent, or Returned folders, you can use the Archive button.

Similar to email, envelopes you send will be stored in the Sent folder, but the CargoX Platform will not automatically
move envelopes you receive - either in Inbox or in Returned folders.

Instead, it is up to you to decide when you are done with them. The idea is to keep the envelope in the Inbox as long
as the document there is a part of your work process or as a reminder that something needs to be done related to it.

Even after the document of title in the received envelope has been forwarded to the next party, the original envelope
will still show in your Inbox, although it will no longer hold the title (ownership) of that document. This is indicated by
the change of color of the document type icon (it will be grayed out).

You can not archive an envelope that contains an active document of title (one with full blockchain support). This
means that the document needs to be accomplished first (either cargo needs to be released or the document
destroyed).

To archive, the envelope, open the envelope and click the gray Archive button below.

There is no limit on the number of envelopes and documents you can have in your CargoX account or in the archive.
CargoX offers 10 years of digital storage of your documents.

Releasing the cargo

Warning

Releasing the cargo is an irreversible process. This means that once the cargo is released, you can not undo the
process. Once the cargo is released the document is marked as accomplished. After accomplishment, no
further changes to the document are possible (including state or ownership change).

PREREQUISITES:

• Your blockchain key must be unlocked

• Your account must have proper permissions to be allowed to accomplish documents.

You can check both in the Privacy and Security section of My profile.
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Note

The Release cargo action is only available to the party that has been designated as the release agent for a
particular document/shipment.

Accomplishing documents marks completion of the document's journey. Apart from the rarely used delete a
document feature that is part of the amending process and used by issuers, the most frequently used accomplishing
action is the release cargo process.

After the ship arrives at your port, you notify the consignee to provide the original B/L document as proof that cargo
can be released into their possession. Since the issuer issued the B/L on the CargoX Platform in a digital form, the
only valid way for you to receive that B/L is over the CargoX Platform.

Since only the title-holder can transfer a B/L document, this proves beyond any shadow of the doubt that whoever
sent you the B/L document is indeed the rightful owner of this document of title. You can be sure there are no
reasons not to release the cargo either into the hands of this party or following their instructions.

After you receive the B/L document via the CargoX Platform from the consignee you will receive an email notification
from the CargoX Platform, and on your next login to the platform, the envelope/document will show in your Inbox.

 

Step 1: Open the envelope with the B/L document, inspect it

Click on the envelope with the B/L document you wish to release cargo for and open the document. Inspect the audit
log to verify the authenticity of the document and the issuer. Verify all other details in the received documents and
read the message that came along with the envelope as it might include specific instructions on how to handle the
release of this cargo.

If you are a designated release agent for a B/L document, you will see a green Release cargo button available for
the specific document.

 

Step 2: Click the Release cargo button

All transactions on the blockchain are irreversible and this also includes the release of the cargo. Please
double-check that you are working on the correct B/L document before continuing.

Once you are ready to release the cargo, indicate this new status on the blockchain by pressing the Release cargo
button.
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Step 3: Double-check all data

The release cargo process always starts with an overview. Please carefully review the information as the release
cargo process is irreversible! You can also review the instructions message if you received one with the envelope.

Once ready to continue click the green Next button.

Step 4: Digitally sign the release of the cargo

To confirm the release cargo action, you must authenticate and digitally sign it with your blockchain key. Select the
checkbox if you understand and agree that the action can not be reverted, then click the green Sign and Release
button to continue.

Note

If you have two or more blockchain keys linked to your CargoX Platform account, you first have to choose which
key you wish to use. If your chosen key is locked, you first have to unlock it.

Step 5: Cargo release is underway

After you confirm the release action, the CargoX Platform will generate the required blockchain transactions and
send them to the blockchain. A few seconds later the summary will be shown. You can now close the Release cargo
pop-up.

Step 6: Status of the cargo release
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As you wait for the blockchain transaction releasing the cargo to complete you can observe the current status in the
envelope view.

The animated white cubes icon on the green Release cargo button indicates that cargo release is pending. No other
actions will be available until the action completes.

The speed of the actual cargo release depends on the state of the blockchain network and can normally take
between a few seconds and a few minutes.

Once the animation stops and a green check-mark appears in the upper right corner of the document tile, the cargo
release action is completed.

The gray Archive button also becomes active at the bottom.

Step 7: Cargo release is complete - check the status and audit log
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The CargoX Platform provides superb visibility with a per-document audit log. Each document ownership or state
change is written to the audit log, which you can see at any time by clicking on the Audit log button. You can also
download the audit log as a PDF.

Completed B/L documents will remain in your Inbox, but you will notice the document type icon to be grayed-out,
indicating that the envelope no longer holds the title of the document. Once you are done with a workflow around a
particular document, you can easily remove it from your Inbox by clicking the Archive button which will move the
document to the Archive folder. CargoX provides free digital storage of documents for a period of 10 years.

How to amend the document once the envelope is already sent?

Once a document, such as a bill of lading has been created on the platform, the issuer can still delete or change it.

But once an envelope with this document has been transferred away from the Issuer and it has been transferred into
someone else's possession, it can not be changed by anyone.

If parties later discover an error in the document, the procedure on how to amend it is as follows.

The document must be transferred (returned) to the issuer, ideally, along with an additional document or note
requesting the change.

Based on this information the Issuer can now (any only now that they have the document they have issued back in
their possession), destroy this document, and issue a new (corrected) one in its place. When performing this, the use
of the same document number is allowed by the CargoX Platform - but please check with your operations how to
proceed about that.

Note

It is mandatory for the issuer to destroy the existing document prior to issuing a new one with the same number
as the blockchain is immutable, and documents already tracked on the blockchain are unchangeable.

Return envelope to sender

If you find a problem with one of the received documents - especially if these documents have full blockchain support
like a bill of lading - the only way to amend these is to return them to the issuer through the CargoX Platform.

After you communicate with the Issuer - or with the party that sent you the document - you might want to return the
document to the sender, effectively rejecting it.

If you need to return the envelope to the sender, you can use the simplified way, of just pressing the Return to
sender button. This will immediately create a new draft envelope and set the receiver to the party that sent you the
envelope. The envelope will contain all documents from the received envelope.
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You still have the flexibility to remove some of the documents. Be careful what you send, as you are passing the
ownership title of all included documents back to the original sender. You can optionally also add other documents
from your computer, or from your Inbox like you would when using the compose new envelope.

It might also be a good idea to add a message below - explaining why you are returning the envelope and providing
further instructions to the recipient.

Alternatively, you can just select the documents you wish to send, click the forward button and provide the recipient -
same as when you are forwarding the envelope.

Once you are satisfied with the recipient, documents and message, click the orange Seal button to prepare an
envelope for sending.

Warning

Using the Return to sender will address the envelope to the party that sent you the envelope. This might not be
the same party as the original issuer of the document. Inspect information about the issuer of the document and
double-check the recipient before sending the envelope as all transfers on the blockchain are final and
irreversible.
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Returned envelopes

If there is a problem while transferring an envelope (documents) to the recipient, nothing is ever lost. If the
blockchain transaction transferring the title of the document fails, it means that you are still the owner of the
document.

This happens only when the underlying blockchain network is experiencing abnormal behavior which is very rare. In
an event of a failed delivery, the affected documents will be returned to you.

A new folder titled Returned will appear, along with a number indicating how many envelopes it contains.

In this folder, you will find all the envelopes (and documents) that were not transferred to the recipient. You can open
them and try to transfer them again. We suggest that you wait a few minutes before you do.

After you have successfully transferred the documents, you can archive the envelopes in the Returned folder.

Note

If the document transfer fails you will not be charged. Only successful transfers are charged as per our price list
(if you are an issuer).

Destroying a document

Warning

Destroying a document is an irreversible process. This means that once the document is destroyed, you can not
undo the process. Once the document is destroyed it is marked as accomplished. After accomplishment, no
further changes to the document are possible (including state or ownership change).

PREREQUISITES:

• Your blockchain key must be unlocked

• Your account must have proper permissions to be allowed to accomplish documents.

You can check both in the Privacy and Security section of My profile.

Note

Destroy a document action is only available to the issuer of the document.
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Accomplishing documents marks completion of the document's journey. The Delete document feature is the only
other accomplishing process apart from the very frequently used release cargo action.

If after the document has been issued and transferred on the blockchain any of the parties discovers a problem with
the document they can request the amendment from the issuer.

The shipper or another party that wants an amendment should contact the issuer first, before the actual B/L is
transferred back to the Issuer/rejected. After both parties agree on the best way forward - and who will cover the cost
of issuing a replacement B/L - the amendment procedure should be done as follows.

The issuer can only amend the document if the original document is returned into their possession on the CargoX
Platform. Before creating a new and corrected document under the same B/L number, the issuer needs to destroy
the current document.

Step 1: Obtain the B/L document

To issue a replacement B/L you should have the original B/L in your possession to prevent duplicate B/L documents
for the same shipment.

Instruct the current owner of the B/L to transfer the document back into your possession (you must be connected via
contacts in order for this to be possible). If you sent this document to them directly, they can use the Return to sender
feature.

 

Step 2: Open the envelope with the B/L document, inspect it

Once you receive the document back, it will show in your Inbox folder. Click on the envelope with the B/L document
you wish to destroy and open the document. Inspect the audit log to verify the authenticity of the document. Verify all
other details in the received documents and read the message that came along with the envelope as it might include
specific instructions on how to handle the amendment.

If you are an original issuer of this document, you will see a red Destroy button available for the specific document.

 

Step 3: Click the Destroy button

All transactions on the blockchain are irreversible and this also includes the destruction of the document. Please
double-check that you are working on the correct B/L document before continuing.

Click the red Destroy button next to the document you wish to destroy.

 

Step 4: Double-check all data

The destruction process always starts with an overview. Please carefully review the information as the document
destruction process is irreversible! You can also review the instructions message if you received one with the
envelope.

When ready, click the green Next button to continue.
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Step 5: Digitally sign the destruction of the document

To confirm the document destruction, you must authenticate and digitally sign it with your blockchain key. Select the
checkbox if you understand and agree that the action can not be reverted, and click the green Sign and Destroy
button to continue.

Note

If you have two or more blockchain keys linked to your CargoX Platform account, you have to first choose which
one you wish to use. If your chosen key is locked, you first have to unlock it.

 

Step 6: Document destruction is underway

After you confirm the destroy action, the CargoX Platform will generate required blockchain transactions and send
them to the blockchain. A few seconds later the summary will be shown. You can now close the pop-up.

 

Step 7: Status of the destroy document

As you wait for the blockchain transaction destroying the document to complete you can observe the current status in
the envelope view.
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The animated white cubes icon on the red Destroy button indicates that document destruction is pending. No other
actions will be available until the action completes.

The speed of the transaction depends on the state of the blockchain network and can normally take between a few
seconds and a few minutes.

Once the animation stops and a red trashcan icon appears on the upper right corner of the document tile, the
document has been destroyed.

The gray Archive button also becomes active at the bottom.

 

Step 8: Issue a replacement document

You can now follow the composing a new smart envelope and document instructions to create a new envelope and
upload an amended/corrected document where you are allowed to use the same document number as in the
destroyed document.

After the creation of a replacement document or a B/L, seal it and send it back to the party that requested the amend
or follow instructions they provided.

Note

The envelope with the destroyed document will remain in your Inbox, but you will notice the document type icon
to be grayed-out, indicating that the envelope no longer holds the title of the document. Once you are done with a
workflow around a particular document (probably after you issue and transfer a replacement document), you can
easily remove it from your Inbox by clicking the Archive button which will move the document to the Archive
folder. CargoX provides free digital storage of documents for a period of 10 years.

Note

The CargoX Platform provides superb visibility with a per-document audit log. Each document ownership or state
change is written to the audit log, which you can see at any time by clicking on the Audit log button. You can
inspect the audit log of the destroyed document and download a PDF proof that you destroyed to original before
issuing a replacement.
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Documents and pricing

CargoX pricing policy and Units

There are no hidden fees for using the CargoX Platform, there are no contracts, no licenses to pay and no
obligations.

There are no investments needed. You only pay for the services you use (pay-per-use).

The company account and user registration on the CargoX Platform are free of charge. To register a new
company on the CargoX Platform, click the https://cargox.digital and follow the Quick Start Guide.

STANDARD ENVELOPE

The standard envelope allows exchange of documents between companies on the CargoX Platform. The one-time
per-document fee is charged when the document is sent, but there is no extra charge for the standard envelope
itself. The document price varies based on the document type and the level of blockchain support. This fee can be
paid either by the uploader (i.e. the Issuer) or by the first recipient (collect payment) of the document. All other
parties who receive, forward or accomplish such documents use the platform for free.

ACI ENVLOPE

Government-focused services such as advance cargo information (ACI) filings have a different pricing structure.
Since all documents sent using the ACI envelope have partial-blockchain support, a one-time per-document fee is
charged and an additional one-time per-envelope (transaction) processing fee is applied. ACI envelope can only
be sent to a pre-defined recipient (specific governmental authority). All fees are always paid by sender, as there is no
collect-payment option.

What are units?

CargoX is using a system of units for calculating final prices. One (1) CargoX unit equals 1 USD. Units can be
purchased in packs directly through the CargoX Platform. The larger the pack, the better the units/price ratio. To view
available packs, login to the CargoX Platform and open the Billing section (left sidebar).

A complete price list for all document types is also available in the Billing section. Multiple billing options are
supported. Read more about the Billing section here.

Your balance

You can always see the balance of your units in the upper right part of the screen:
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Pricing example

For an original Master Bill of Lading, the cost of issuing the document on the blockchain typically falls on the issuing
party (NVOCC/VOCC). The cost is 15 units (15 USD) per B/L, which covers up to 50 transfers of the document and
10-year digital storage.

Once on the blockchain, all other parties involved in the exchange (shipper/exporter/seller,
consignee/importer/buyer, banks, traders, release agent...) do not pay any additional fees. The parties involved may
also attach other (supporting) documents when forwarding the B/L.

Documents such as invoices, warranty letters, packaging lists, etc. can be added to the outgoing envelope. This
helps keep all documents related to the transaction in one place. Documents are kept in digital storage and the
CargoX Platform provides a simple way to search these documents.

Billing

Note

In June 2021 CargoX has renamed CargoX credits to units. Change is cosmetic only. 1 unit (marked as U) still
equals 1 USD. All existing user balances were automatically converted to the new denomination. There is
nothing you need to do.

If you are unfamiliar with the CargoX Platform pricing policy please read that first.

In the Billing section you can:

• buy units

• review and download pro-forma invoices and paid invoices

• review the history of credit purchase and usage
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• review the exact price for every document type

• review your billing details and change your billing email

The Billing section of the CargoX Platform can be accessed by following the Billing link in the left sidebar.

Alternatively, click the Balance of your units at the top of the screen. A detailed summary of your units will open in
the Account units balance pop-up window (see below). To continue to the Billing section, click the green Go to
billing button in the bottom right of the pop-up.

Buy units

To buy units, click the Buy units tab and choose an units package. Please note that the 150 units pack is the
minimum purchase. If you need more than 15000 units please contact us for a quote.
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Select the payment type and review the billing details. You can set up a dedicated email that will receive only billing
details - proformas and invoices. Click the green Continue to review button, and confirm the purchase on the next
screen.

A pro-forma will be generated and sent to your email (billing email) along with the payment information. Pro-forma
will be in EUR if your company is from EU SEPA area, or in USD for rest of the world.

Once the payment is received, the invoice will be automatically generated and sent to your billing email. You will also
see it in the Invoices tab. Units will be loaded into your account automatically.

Please note that SWIFT money wire transfer can take up to 7-10 days to clear.

Pro-forma invoices

To view pro-forma invoices, click the Pro-forma invoices tab. Here you can download pro-forma invoices.

Invoices

After a proforma is paid, an invoice is generated. To view past invoices, click the Invoices tab. Here you can
download invoices.

Units history

To review your purchase and spending history use the Units history tab. Use filters to narrow down the list.
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Price list

There are costs associated with blockchain transactions. CargoX is handling these dynamic costs (gas fees and all
other fees) in the background, with the goal to drastically simplify the user's blockchain experience. The CargoX
Platform users know exactly how much issuing and sending a document will cost them. The complete price
list per document type is available in the Price list tab of the Billing section.

Read more about the CargoX Platform pricing policy here.
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Document types and blockchain support

CargoX Platform supports many document types, including but not limited to different bills of lading, certificates,
letters of credit, invoices, reports, claims... Depending on the document type these documents can have full, partial,
or no blockchain support.

What does that mean? The CargoX Platform can guarantee two things:

• The authenticity of a document proves whether the digital document is an unchanged original

• Ownership tracking and transfer of any document awards ownership of the document and enables the
owner to transfer it.

Category 1 - Full blockchain support

Some documents, like a B/L which is a document of title, need both. The B/L document is not allowed to be changed
during transfer, but it is equally important to know who owns it. Hence it requires full blockchain support
(authenticity and ownership tracking), indicated by a document icon with a solid background.

Category 2 - Partial blockchain support

For other documents, such as certificates, it is only important to be able to guarantee the authenticity and provide
means to detect whether the document is identical to the original issued on the CargoX Platform.

For these types of documents, the ownership information is not important, as it is legitimate to make copies of the
document. A typical use case for this is a certificate, where anyone is allowed to make a copy of the certificate and
still use it as an original. For example - a distributor of goods requests an official certificate of origin from the local
chamber of commerce, and once it receives it, can create several copies and distribute them to their resellers. At the
same time it is important to know who issued this certificate and have a mechanism to detect whether a distributed
document is still identical to the originally issued certificate - which makes it an original.

In the CargoX Platform, this is called partial blockchain support - indicated by a document icon with a partially solid
background.

Category 3 - No blockchain support

Finally, documents of the third type on the CargoX Platform are just regular digital documents, like an invoice or a
note. Today everyone is happily exchanging these via the email, which means that these documents do not require
any special features, like tracking authenticity or ownership.

The support of these documents on the CargoX Platform is a convenience feature. This allows you to manage all
your documents on one platform - you can mix various document types in the same envelope as well.

You can create and upload these documents on the CargoX Platform free of charge. If you need, you can optionally
include partial blockchain support even for these documents. For example - if you have a very important invoice to
send to your customer, and would like to be completely protected against various scams, you can decide to enhance
the uploaded document with authenticity tracking.

Documents with no blockchain support are indicated by an icon without a solid background:

The difference between "proof of authenticity" and "proof of ownership"

Document pricing is based on the level of blockchain support and separated into three distinct categories, as shown
below.
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Proof of authenticity: When a document is uploaded/transferred through the platform, a token is created on the
blockchain. The token includes a hash (digital fingerprint) of the digital document. It represents an undeniable proof
of the time the document was uploaded/transferred and by whom and the fact that the document hasn’t been altered
in any way.

Proof of ownership: The uploaded content is treated as a document of title. The transfer of the document
corresponds to a transfer of the token on the blockchain. A complete audit log with a history of ownership transfers is
recorded on the blockchain. Once the document is sent the document’s ownership changes and can only be viewed
as a copy by the sender. The document may be finalized (released / accomplished / destroyed ...). When finalized,
the workflow stops, and the document cannot be transferred anymore.

Pricing

More about The CargoX Platform pricing.

Benefits

Regardless of which document type you use to send your documents, you will always enjoy all the benefits
of using the CargoX Platform. This begins with enhanced security in accessing the documents; high speed of
document transfer and guaranteed delivery of documents, and it continues with 10-year free digital storage
(Archive) provided by CargoX.

For all documents uploaded and exchanged on the CargoX Platform the digital fingerprint information is calculated
and an audit trail is provided. For documents with full and partial blockchain support the CargoX Platform allows you
to download the audit log report and provides the links to the public blockchain block explorer - enabling access to
the fundamental public blockchain layer as a single source of trust and even removing the need to trust CargoX as a
service provider.

It makes sense to use the CargoX Platform even when sending documents with no blockchain support, as CargoX
provides what regular email can not:

• Assurance of envelope delivery - email has no default functionality or standard to do that

• Provision of a digital trail every time a document is sent, visibility who is currently in possession of a
document that we passed forward. Optionally, give the sender the information when a recipient opens the
envelope (TBD). Email can not do any of that.

• Envelopes and documents sent via the CargoX Platform can not be intercepted and changed by a third
party (hackers, etc.).

Who will pay for the transfer?

Each document that uses blockchain for either proof of authenticity or proof of ownership (or both) needs to be paid
for.

The price depends on the type of document and the level of blockchain support. Each document requires payment
for the service only once as CargoX is never double-charging. All the other parties involved in the transfer of that
document partake in the process free of charge, and they can forward and/or accomplish the document for free as
well.

The CargoX Platform uses units to pay for the document processing. Read the CargoX Platform pricing policy to
learn more about units.

Your unit balance is charged at the moment of the envelope transfer. That is the moment when the actual blockchain
transaction is created and the envelope ownership enters the transfer phase. Other actions, such as the compose,
seal and unseal of the envelope and/or upload of the document are not charged, as well as user account creation
and management.
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The issuer (uploader) pays for the transfer

The transfer cost is usually covered by the issuer (uploader) of the document. When initiating the transfer - after you
click the green Transfer button on the sealed envelope - the pop-up with a summary will appear.

In the bottom part of the window, the total price needed to be paid will be displayed, along with the option to choose
who will cover this cost.

To continue select I will pay and click the green Next button.

If you have enough units available in your company account, the envelope transfer will start. If not, you will be
presented with an option to purchase additional units or send the envelope with the collect payment option.

The first recipient pays for the transfer (collect payment)

Alternatively, the first recipient can cover the costs of the transfer.

Tip

Before using the collect payment feature, make sure the recipient agrees to cover the cost of the transfer.

Note

This option was developed on request by shippers and exporters. It allows them to rapidly onboard their transport
and business partners - the actual issuers of the documents - who now have no direct cost with the CargoX
Platform. Frequently shippers and exporters use this approach to negotiate lower document-related fees of
issuers.

When the transfer window opens, choose the Recipient will pay (pay to collect). The payment summary will
change accordingly, showing zero cost for the issuer, and displaying the cost summary to the recipient. Click Next.
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As with a normal transfer, you need to sign the transfer with your blockchain private key to initiate it. Before clicking
the green Sign and Transfer button, read the explanation, and check the checkbox to indicate that you understand
and agree with the process.

Note

The recipient will need to accept the envelope before the transfer is recorded on the blockchain. The recipient
may also reject the envelope, therefore make sure the recipient is in agreement with covering the cost of
the transfer.

If the recipient rejects the transfer, the envelope will be returned to you. A Returned folder will appear in your folders
list and no blockchain transaction will be recorded.

Insufficient units?

Each document that uses the blockchain for either proof of authenticity or proof of ownership (or both) requires
payment for the service. This cost can be covered by the issuer (uploader) of the document, or by the first recipient
(collect payment). CargoX is never double-charging users.

The price depends on the type of document and the level of blockchain support. All other parties involved in the
transfer of that document partake in the process free of charge and thy can forward and/or accomplish the
documents free of charge as well.

The CargoX Platform uses units to pay for the document processing. Read the CargoX Platform pricing policy to
learn more about units.

Your unit balance is charged at the moment of the envelope transfer. That is the moment when the actual blockchain
transaction is created and the envelope ownership enters the transfer phase. Other actions, such as the compose,
seal and unseal of the envelope and/or upload of the document are not charged, as well as user account creation
and management.

If you do not have enough units to initiate the blockchain transfer, you will see the insufficient units pop-up warning:

To purchase additional units, visit the Billing section in the CargoX Platform workspace.

Alternatively, you can decide that the recipient will cover the costs of transfer by using the collect payment transfer
but make sure the recipient is in agreement with that.

How to use the rules and filters?

The Rules and Filters section allows you to prepare a scenario or a rule on how the platform behaves when
something specific happens.

This is especially useful in situations where your company exchanges lots of envelopes, and not all of your users
need to see all those notification emails. Using rules you can set up which envelopes trigger a notification sent to all
users, and which notifications are only sent to a particular user.
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Combining rules with filters allows users to filter which envelopes they see in the application.

How to set up a rule?

• Go to Manage | Rules and click the green Add rule button.

• In the window that opens, provide the name for this rule.

• Click the When box and choose a trigger. For example, in the picture below, the user has chosen
Envelope received, which means that this rule will be triggered every time this company receives a new
envelope.

• Click the Select action field and choose an action. Two possible actions are displayed below - send email
to (specific email address) - or - Send email to all users in my company (which will send email
notification for a newly received envelope to all CargoX Platform users in your company.

• Click the Save rule button to save and activate the rule.

Note

List of triggers and actions is being expanded.

How to set up a filter?

The filter functionality is coming in the near future!

Three minute challenges

Exploring the CargoX Platform

To help you with the first steps, we have designed a series of short challenges (tasks) which will take just
2-3 minutes to complete.

Task 1: Review your profile and complete your personal details. You can add your avatar photo, phone number, and
other info like your department, your position, etc. and view your permissions on the platform (Account | My profile)

Task 2: Review your company details, add contact details and a company logo (My company | Company details)

Task 3: Create additional user accounts for your co-workers (Manage | Users). NOTE: Do not worry, you can always
remove them.

Task 4: Connect with other companies on the CargoX Platform. This will allow you to exchange documents with
them (Manage | Contacts)

Task 5: Create your first Smart envelope and attach a document
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These tasks are basic tasks, and you can find all the answers on how to complete them in the CargoX Platform users
manual. Take a challenge and try to do it yourself!

We would love to hear about your experience. Let us know via a chat icon in the corner below.

Challenge 1: Update your profile

Your first challenge is to check your personal information. Verify the information and update it if necessary. Be sure
to add your phone number, title, and department. You can also upload your photo.

Every time you send an invitation to connect to another company on the CargoX Platform, your contact details will be
provided to the recipient. This allows recipient to verify that you are indeed a person they know from the real world. It
also allows the invitee to contact you and ask you any questions they might have before accepting the invite and
maybe even before creating their CargoX Platform account.

We suggest that you complete your contact details with your phone number, and your department and your position.
You can also add a photo or an avatar image in your profile, which will further personalize your CargoX Platform
experience (no one else will see your photo).

Tip

Account | My profile

If you need help, check out the update your profile help.

Challenge 2: Company profile

Your second challenge is to verify your company information in the Company details and update it as necessary.

Note

Make sure you add, review and correct all the company details including your logo (by clicking on the icon) on
the first time, as later changes go through manual approval process to assure high level of safety and
consistence of the CargoX ecosystem. If you need to change anything later, a message box will appear where
you can provide the instructions to CargoX staff, who will make the changes only if the verification checks out. If
you want to add a logo later, email the PNG or JPG to support@cargox.io.

Why is it important to have a company details complete? Because every time you invite another company to connect
with on the CargoX Platform, they will see your company information. If you leave some fields empty - the recipient
will have less information to verify. This might delay their acceptance of your connect invitation or even prevent it
altogether.

Once companies are connected on the CargoX Platform, they can see each other's details, so make sure you have
entered the correct address, phone, etc. Also be sure to add a VAT (tax) number and website address.

Continue by checking the billing address (if it differs from the main address), and be sure to provide an email for
billing information.

Tip

My company | Company details

If you need help editing the company details, here are the step-by-step instructions.

Challenge 3: Create an account for your co-worker

The third task is straightforward: Create a CargoX Platform account for your co-worker (if your account has
permissions to do it).
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Your company CargoX account can have many users under it.

Due to security, users can not register their CargoX accounts directly and then nest themselves under an existing
company account. The right procedure is for existing users to create new accounts for their co-workers.

Tip

Manage | Users.

When setting up a new user account you have to set their permissions. Users can have various access rights -
according to their job title and responsibilities.

Read more about adding users to your corporate CargoX account. You can also read more about different user
permissions here.

Challenge 4: Invite your business partners to the CargoX Platform

Before you can exchange documents on the CargoX Platform, you first need to connect with other companies on
the platform.

Therefore, as task four, look around in your Contacts section to see which companies you are already connected to.
Check whether your co-workers have already sent the invitations to connect to some other companies - or if you
have any pending invitations from companies as well.

Then send invitations to connect to three new companies - these might be your business and transport partners
or anyone who your company sends to or receives documents from.

All you need to do is provide their email, and the system will do the rest. This will only work if your account has
permission to manage contacts for your company.

Tip

You might want to explain about the CargoX Platform to your partners first so that the invitation email they will
receive, does not surprise them. We have prepared some email templates for that purpose.

What will happen?

If your business partners are not yet registered on the CargoX Platform, they will have to complete the registration
process before you will see them in your contacts list (a short 5-minute process).

If they already have a CargoX Platform account, they only need to accept your invitation to connect - it only takes
them one click.

Challenge 5 - Create and Seal a Smart envelope

Your fifth and the last task is to create your first Smart envelope and attach a document to it.

There are two main ways to create an envelope:

• Create a new one (compose)

• Choose a received document and forward it

If you have not received any envelope yet, then your inbox is empty. If you do see some envelopes in the Inbox, they
might be important - so better not mess around with those.

What we suggest you do:

1. Compose a new envelope.

2. Upload a new document from your computer.

3. Set the document type to the Master bill of lading.
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4. Explore editing the document properties.

5. Add the number of the document.

6. Select the designated release agent.

7. Enter an email or two in the notify party section (can be your email address, or your co-workers).

8. On the next tab add some tags.

9. When done, click Save and return to the envelope.

10. Provide a message below.

11. Because in the previous task you have already connected with several companies in your Contacts
section, you can now select a recipient for your envelope.

12. When you are done, seal the envelope. A sealed document is prepared for sending.

Note

Creating and sending the document of title (such as the Master B/L used in this exercise) involves a service
charge. Therefore we suggest to stop at this point - before sending the document. If you would, however, like to
complete the transfer, you could click the Transfer button, and sign the transfer with your blockchain key.

You did it. Bravo!

Note

To automate this step and prevent repetitive work we would like to invite you to explore options of integrating the
CargoX Platform via our API. Integrating it with your backend/ERP system will drastically speed up the process of
preparing and sending documents. Read more in the CargoX Platform API and technical documentation.

Egypt ACI
Information about the Egyptian ACI filing over the blockchain based CargoX Platform

Egyptian ACI filing - What? Why? How?

Please visit our Egypt ACI FAQ to get answers on all your questions

To provide clarity and help you understand the Egypt ACI process and what participating parties need to do - please
read the ACI CargoX FAQ.

STATUS:

On April 1st Egypt started the public pilot by opening the Egyptian customs system (NAFEZA) to all Egyptian
companies (importers), who are now able to register their import shipments and request an ACID number. In order
for importers to complete this process, the exporter must be already registered in the CargoX Platform. If you are an
exporter register your free CargoX account at https://cargox.digital and allow your Egyptian importer to complete his
part of the process.

You can submit ACI from April 1st 2021. There is no need to wait, as with October 1st 2021 electronic ACI
filing becomes mandatory. Get ready as soon as possible.

QUESTIONS?

In case you have any questions regarding the ACI process, requirements of the Egyptian customs or NAFEZA
system-specific, contact ACI.CAMPAIGN@MTS-EGY.COM. Follow the official Nafeza webpage for more info.

If you have questions regarding the use of the CargoX Platform (and digital filing of the ACI documents - once you
have received the ACID number from the importer) or need support during the registration on the CargoX, please
contact support@cargox.io or use the chat function within the platform.
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Prerequisites for Egypt ACI filing

To send the ACI envelope to NAFEZA, you first need to complete the CargoX company verification process. A
detailed step-by-step instructions is available on company verification.

Passing company verification is mandatory, as the Egyptian customs require us to only allow ACI filing from
verified exporters. You only need to pass company verification once.

Once you complete the verification, you will be able to start the ACI filing as explained in the tutorial on how to create
and send ACI envelope.

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO PASS THE VERIFICATION?

First part of the company verification is tied to the bank verification. As banks worldwide are mandated to know their
customers, we need to receive one bank payment from your company.

You need to complete a purchase of CargoX service units (you will later use them to pay ACI filing fees, transfer of
documents and other services).

Payment must come from your company's bank account, as we use this information to match it against your
company details. Many companies fail the verification process because payment comes from another
company in the group, or by their trading partner. This is not allowed!

When the match of data is confirmed, the first part of your company verification is complete.

Note

Why no Credit cards? Bank wire payment is a part of the company verifications process (as mandated by
Egyptian customs), as it allows us to compare bank wire payee information with the company details entered
when registering a CargoX acconut. Details need to match to pass the bank verification. Credits cards will be
added later this year, and will be available to all verified companies.

Note

Why do we need to pay to CargoX? Please note that one-time per-ACID processing cost of each ACI filing is
published on the official website https://www.nafeza.gov.eg/en/site/aci-faq. Along with the ACI filing fee, the
sender of the documents will need to cover the cost of blockchain document transfer via the CargoX Platform.
The cost is $3 per document. You can read more in the CargoX pricing policy. For example, if your ACI filing will
include 4 documents (see the list of required ACI documents), the blockchain document transfer cost will be $12,
and the total along with the ACI filing fee would be $62.

In the second part of the company verification process, CargoX uses a 3rd party provider (Dun & Bradstreet) to
verify your company details (as found in My company | Company details) with your country's official national
company registry.

Your company details (company name, address, registration number, tax/VAT number) should completely match the
data in official records.

If needed, make changes by clicking the Edit company details button. before starting the verification process.

Please note that the cost of this final verification is $15. This is one-time cost per company. Once you have
purchased some service units initiate the company verification by clicking the Verify now button.

QUESTIONS?

In case you have any questions regarding the ACI process, requirements of the Egyptian customs or NAFEZA
system-specific, contact ACI.CAMPAIGN@MTS-EGY.com. Follow the official Nafeza webpage for more info.

If you have questions regarding the use of the CargoX Platform (and digital filing of the ACI documents - once you
have received the ACID number from the importer) or need support during the registration on the CargoX, please
contact support@cargox.io or use the chat function within the platform.
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Which documents and what formats are required for the ACI filing?

Please note that the official and always up to date information regarding the list of required documents for the
advance cargo information (ACI) document manifestation to the Egyptian customs is published at
https://www.nafeza.gov.eg/.

Documents

At the time of updating this help page (18.8.2021), the following documents were listed as required when filing ACI,
and the accepted file formats are also discussed below.

MOST ACI FILINGS REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS:

• Draft Bill of Lading or Bill of Lading Copy (do not upload original BL - only a copy/draft is needed)

• Packing List

• A commercial invoice (must include tax/VAT ID for both importer and exporter; must match with data entered
in Nafeza by the Importer)

• Certificate of origin

Depending on shipment/cargo, other documents might be required, such as other certificates (e.g. phytosanitary
certificate…) and other documents from the list below. The complete list of NAFEZA supported documents is below
(will appear on the official website https://www.nafeza.gov.eg/en soon). You can not send any other document types
in the ACI envelope.

NOTE: Each required document must be uploaded as a separate file on the CargoX platform, and set the
correct document type. It is prohibited to combine several documents into one file.

File formats

Please be aware that MTS/NAFEZA accepts only PDF documents.
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There are two exceptions - as for INVOICE and BILL OF LADING (COPY/DRAFT) document type, also XLS/XLSX
(Microsoft Excel) spreadsheet files are accepted. However, the INVOICE spreadsheet needs to follow the
predefined format - the template provided by NAFEZA can be downloaded here (will appear on the official website
https://www.nafeza.gov.eg/en soon).

WARNING: This means that if you upload the Packing list document as an Excel file, this document will not register
on Nafeza, and will not be displayed to your importer. The same is true if you upload an Invoice excel file, which does
not follow the predefined structure as provided in the template above.

Composing and sending ACI envelope

Attention!

Quick instructions: First unlock your blockchain key. Then, once your company is verified, click the green
Compose button and choose Egyptian ACI envelope. Enter the ACID number. Provide all required documents
(either via upload, or from Inbox) and fill in the properties. Seal and then transfer the envelope. You are done.

You can also watch a tutorial video or follow the extensive step-by-step guide below. You can also download this
guide as PDF.

PREREQUISITES:

• Your blockchain key must be unlocked

• Your company account needs to be verified

• You need to have enough service units to pay the ACI filing fee

• You need to have Transfer documents and envelopes permission to be able to submit ACI filing.

Egyptian customs require that only verified exporters can initiate the ACI filing. To check whether you have
completed the CargoX company verifications process go to My company | Get Verified. If you see a screen similar
to this one (three green checkmarks) then you are ready to continue.

Step 1: Create a new Egypt ACI envelope

Click the green Compose button to create a new envelope. You will see an envelope selection window:
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To continue, select the Egypt ACI envelope, which will create a new blank ACI envelope:

The recipient field is already preselected, as it is only possible to send ACI envelope to the Egyptian customs.

To send the ACI envelope you do not need to be connected with the Egypt customs on the CargoX Platform.

Step 2: ACID number

Enter the ACID number for your export shipment in the first field.

This is the number you should have received from your Egyptian importer. They get it from NAFEZA once they
register the import shipment with the Egyptian customs authority.

ACID number will be verified at the later point, so make sure this is a valid ACID number.
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Step 3: Attach documents

A typical ACI filing will contain these four documents. On the top of the envelope you can see the checklist that will
help you attach all the needed documents.

Note

Please note that depending on your shipment, more documents might be required (various certificates etc).
Please check the list of accepted documents and supported file formats for ACI filing.

You can either upload a document from your computer, or select one that you received via the CargoX Platform. You
can also mix both methods.

- Uploading local documents

Use the gray Upload new button to upload documents from your computer. To add documents from your computer
select one or multiple documents in the file browser and confirm upload. You can also drag and drop documents
from your file explorer or finder app to the draft envelope in your browser.
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- Adding them from your inbox

Use the gray Choose from inbox button to attach documents from the Inbox folder. Inbox contains documents
received over the CargoX Platform that are currently in your possession.

In the Choose document pop-up select the documents you want to attach and click the green Add to draft button.

- You can also remove documents from the draft

To remove the documents, just click the gray Remove button next to them, and confirm removal in the dialog.

This will not really delete the document from your CargoX Platform account, but it will just remove it from the draft
envelope you work on.

Step 4: Add additional information in properties

For each uploaded document you have to provide mandatory document type information.

Click the Properties button for a specific document and select its Document type.

Use the drop-down menu to scroll through all available document types, or click in the field and start typing to filter
down the possibilities.
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Some document types such as bills of lading or certificates can have more mandatory fields that you need to fill.
These fields are clearly marked with the red This field is required! label.

Note

In the screenshot example below, the user selects the Certificate of origin and needs to provide a mandatory
values - the Certificate number (user copies the certificate number from the uploaded document).
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Note

Documents added from the Inbox already have properties these set, as their uploaded did it.

Step 5: Save the document changes

Once you are satisfied with the properties of the document, click the green Save button to return to the envelope
view.

You can repeat the process of providing properties for other uploaded documents, or upload or add another
document.

If you scroll to the top of the ACI envelope window, you will see the checklist getting check marks as specific
documents are added to the envelope. This is just a visual indicator to help you.

Note

Please note that you are still responsible to check with customs which documents are required based on the
particularities of your shipment.

Step 6: Verify the price to send the envelope

In the bottom right corner of the envelope, you can see the price (in units) to transfer the envelope.

ACI filing processing fee is charged only once per ACID number, which means that even if you are asked to amend
or complete your ACI filing, you will not need to pay another ACI processing fee.

You will also have to cover blockchain document transfer fee for each document as specified in the CargoX
pricing policy. You only pay the CargoX blockchain document transfer fee if you are uploading document to the
blockchain. If you are only forwarding document already received through CargoX, this is always free of charge (the
document's blockchain fee has been paid for by the original sender).
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Step 7: Add an optional message

Just like with an email, you can add an optional text message to the envelope. The message will only be visible to
the NAFEZA. Write it into the provided field.

Step 8: Seal the envelope

Once you are satisfied with the envelope, click the orange Seal button to prepare it for transfer.

Note

On the CargoX Platform, sealing the envelope creates a digital fingerprint (hash) of all documents, encrypts
documents, and finally moves them to the decentralized storage (IPFS). This corresponds to putting the paper
documents into the courier's envelope when dealing with physical documents.
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The sealed envelope is still in your possession. But a new action becomes available - the possibility to transfer it.

When an envelope is sealed, you can no longer change it (add or remove documents or make any other changes).
However, you can still unseal the envelope and change the documents, their properties, or even the message. After
that, you can seal the envelope again.

You can also delete the draft envelope if you no longer need it.

Note

The Seal button is only active (orange), if all the attached documents have their mandatory fields filled.

Step 9: Transfer the envelope

Once ACI envelope is sealed, you can transfer it with the click on the green Transfer button.

Transferring the ACI envelope is exactly the same as transferring a standard digital envelope on the CargoX
Platform. For the step-by-step tutorial visit transferring the envelope.

Frequently Asked Questions
FAQ for the CargoX Platform (3rd Generation - 2020-2021)

What is CargoX?

Digital courier service

CargoX is a digital courier service. We are making sending physical paper documents obsolete. Blockchain
enables us to know which digital documents are originals and who owns them. Only the owner of a
document can transfer possession of it to recipient. Sending originals around the world with CargoX takes
seconds and is much safer and cheaper.

CargoX, an independent supplier of public-blockchain-based solutions was established in January 2018,
crowdfunded by over 2000 individuals from 95 countries, and currently (2020) employs around 15 people.
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In April 2018 a MVP was introduced to public at the International Logistics Conference late and beta testing began.
In H2 2018 CargoX launched its first generation platform into full production, focused on sea freight and documents
of title, such as Bills of Lading...

At the beginning of 2019 CargoX v2 platform Smart B/L v2 launched with simplified user interface and support for 10
documents frequent in maritime transport and documentary credits (Letter of Credit). Customer feedback was
overwhelmingly positive, but everyone wanted to use solution for other modalities transport documents and also for
non-transport documents.

Early 2020 CargoX presented Generation 3 of the platform, now called just The CargoX Platform. Platform is
universal and completely flexible, supporting over 50 types of documents for all industries!

CargoX continues to provide a fast, safe, and reliable transfer of paperless and contactless digital originals and other
digital documents.

CargoX leverages the security and decentralization of the permissionless, public blockchain and smart contracts.

To learn more about CargoX, please visit https://cargox.io

Why is the CargoX Platform more secure than any existing solution?

Why is the CargoX Platform secure?

The modular structure of the CargoX Platform is without any single point of failure. That essentially means that there
is no central server or central storage to be targeted by hackers.

The security and safety of our smart contracts is assured through vetting and auditing. All production-ready CargoX
smart contracts have been vetted by at least one independent auditing expert.

Additionally, clients can at any time request additional audit of our entire deployed smart contract code, provided that
they cover the costs and select a recognized, independent, auditing professional.

Secured and vetted smart contracts combined with the vast processing power that secures the consensus
mechanism of the world’s largest public blockchain - Ethereum, further underline the significant security of the
CargoX ecosystem.

CargoX has a dedicated bug bounty program, stimulating researchers and white hat hackers to inspect our code and
report any found weaknesses.

CargoX’s smart contracts and ecosystem as a whole are written by a team of experienced in-house developers and
software engineers, using only the most secure and vetted libraries, with an emphasis on clear logic and simplified
flow. The same libraries are also used in core Ethereum blockchain development, meaning they are inspected and
scrutinized hundreds of times every day by the largest blockchain development community on the planet.

On the contrary, proprietary software teams generally consist of fewer people and don’t always include necessary
specialists, such as QA engineers, who help eliminate vulnerabilities. With proprietary/closed software solutions you
have no option but to trust the vendor.

Who can see your documents

The only users who can see your CargoX documents, are you and other parties included in the exchange.

For a simple Smart B/L those are typical: the issuer, the shipper, the consignee(s), and the cargo release agent.
Nobody else but these four parties can access the document. Not even CargoX.

As an additional precaution, all documents stored on the decentralized file storage of the CargoX are always
encrypted.

The identity of users is obfuscated by their Ethereum address, and again only parties included in the document
exchange know and see each other address.

How CargoX guarantees ownership of documents

Your digital documents are encrypted and stored securely on the IPFS file system. The ownership information along
with the hash (digital fingerprint) of each document is written on the Ethereum blockchain network.

Documents are accessible only through the owner’s’ private blockchain key, which CargoX never sees.
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Documents uploaded to the CargoX Platform can never be lost or stolen. The Ethereum blockchain and all parts of
the CargoX Platform employ the most advanced cryptography, providing military-grade security.

CargoX Platform Release Notes

CargoX Platform is a live, actively developing project.

Major features are added quarterly, with smaller improvements and bug fixes added on a weekly base.

If CargoX Platform was updated since your last login, you will see the What's new information after you successfully
enter the system. We are continually enhancing the platform, adding new features and new languages.

To learn more about CargoX, please visit https://cargox.io

CargoX Platform Legal Terms & Conditions

To use the CargoX Platform you have to agree with two legal documents:

1. General terms and conditions (available at https://cargox.io/terms-and-conditions/)

2. Special terms and conditions (available once you are logged into your CargoX account -
https://cargox.digital/terms-and-conditions)

What is a Smart Contract?

Smart contract is a distributed computer program residing on the blockchain that will execute itself when special
conditions on the blockchain are met.

Smart contracts can be seen as a service-providing infrastructure, and every blockchain based application
(distributed application - dApp) has a smart contract powering it in the background.

End users can use existing smart contracts; they do not need to deploy a new smart contract every time they need it
(as opposed to the real world, where you would need to sign a new contract between two parties and could not use a
public “template”).

Since smart contracts are deployed on the blockchain, they are by design unchangeable.

Let’s illustrate on an example:

Using a smart contract, a father could create a program that withdraws funds from his account and deposits them to
his child’s account, if and when the child’s balance falls below a certain level. In theory smart contracts can be used
to program all kinds of financial or business agreements, from auctions and escrows to the handling of tokenized
digital assets
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What is Blockchain?

Attention!

To help you understand the blockchain technology better, you might want to watch a few youtube video
explainers. One of the better ones was made by European Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI): tutorial
video.

Blockchain is a technology that allows secure exchange of value. We use it to manage the ownership of digital
documents of value and other digital assets. Blockchain transfer is especially useful where digital assets frequently
change their owners, like in with business, trade and transport documentation.

The big advantage of blockchain against other technologies is, that it is practically impossible to change history of
transactions, which prevents fraud and provides a mechanism to recognize authentic original documents.

Highlights of numerous advantages over any centralized system are also complete transparency and protection
against fraud. Because there is no need to trust any individual organization or company (not even CargoX) there
can't be any abuse of trust. Decentralization of the Ethereum means there is no single central authority, which makes
public blockchain a perfect and the only viable tool for the global trade and global document exchange.

Ownership of digital documents can be transferred in mere seconds regardless of whether transfer is regional or
transatlantic.

While logistics and supply chain is an ideal area for use of the public blockchain technology, CargoX's technology to
transfer documents is universal, supporting all modalities and industries.

Blockchain is especially suiting for tracking the origin of documents, their authenticity and each and every transfer of
ownership between parties. This prevents counterfeiting and offers the same properties as physical paper
documents have. Permanently storing all transactions creates a powerful audit log, offering a new insight into the
transparency, one that even customs authorities are recognizing.

CargoX uses the most advanced and fastest-developed blockchain on the planet - the public, open-source
blockchain called Ethereum. Numerous corporations have chosen Ethereum as their blockchain of choice, and it
comes as a no surprise, that Ethereum has the largest developer community worldwide.

How to approach your business and transport partners regarding CargoX?

You can send fax only to someone with a fax machine. Same applies in the blockchain era. In order to use CargoX
Platform to digitally transfer original documents, the other party also needs to have a CargoX account. Luckily,
creating a CargoX account is free of charge and takes only 5 minutes. But how to explain everything to your
partners?

How to approach them?

Email or call them first, and explain why your company decided to start using CargoX. In the 2020's the reasoning
is very easy:

1. Your company wants to return to pre-COVID "normal" operations but physical document delivery with
couriers is sometimes/somewhere still interrupted...

2. You don't want to get your employees exposed to anything that might come with the paper...

3. Due to quarantines/lockdowns most of your team works from home anyhow...

4. Email is not safe, and there is no way you can send valuable document of title through it + other parties will
not accept such document...

What to tell about CargoX?

Just tell your partner that you will send them an email that will explain this CargoX and what it is all about, so they
can have internal discussion.
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Also tell them that you will send them a link to check out the platform - free of charge and without any obligations or
risk for them.

If they ask more about CargoX, here is something you can tell them:

The CargoX Platform enables you to send and receive digital documents. It preserves all the properties of
paper original documents. You will be able to transfer ownership of documents and identify originals. The
CargoX Platform is available worldwide, very simple to use, much safer and faster than traditional express
courier delivery services. Best of all you can register account free of charge, and there is no upfront payment.

Action items

1. Send them an introductory email! We have prepared several email samples. For the best impact use your
official document template, add your own story/experience using CargoX and ask your executive to sign and
send it:

• For Supplier/Exporter (COVID-19-era version with added urgency)

• Universal approach (simulated exchange of a past document for POCs encouraged by the
Indian government)

• For Customer/Importer

• For Freight Forwarder/NVOCC

• For Carriers/VOCC

2. Login to your CargoX account, and from Contacts, send an Invite to your partner's email address (send to only
one person at company - after the registration they can create accounts for their co-workers).

3. If they contact you back with hard questions, connect them with us, and we will gladly answer any questions
they might have and can also organize a conf call with a live demo. CargoX also offers assistance in the
onboarding and use of the platform free of charge.

Please share feedback with your CargoX rep or with business development team at CargoX (sales@cargox.io). We
are ready to assist you in case of any questions.

For Supplier/Exporter (COVID-19)

Dear business partner,

we are currently addressing our top priority goal - return to normal operation. Therefore we are enforcing
paperless exchange of documents. We would appreciate if you, our valued business partner, would join us in this
process.

We chose the CargoX Platform which preserves all the properties of physical paper documents - allows transfer of
document ownership and identify originals. The CargoX Platform has all the necessary features that we both
need:

• digitization (no physical paper to expose to, work from home or anywhere, 10-years of document storage,
automation possibilities thru API)

• security and safety (encrypted data; no lost, stolen, damaged or forged documents)

• audit log (full visibility, identify original documents, document ownership transfer)

• cost reduction (no express courier delivery costs, work process optimizations, no licensing, no upfront
costs, no implementation costs)

• fast delivery (documents will be delivered in a matter of minutes worldwide)

• no intermediaries (documents are sent in a P2P fashion directly between users)

CargoX is the only neutral and independent digital courier, facilitating instant transfer of digital original and other
digital documents including Bills of Lading, Certificates of Origin, Letters of Credit and 50+ others - working
world-wide.

More details are available on https://cargox.io.
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You will shortly receive an invitation to connect with us over the CargoX Platform. Use the link in that email to create
your company's CargoX account for free. registration process takes 5-minutes.

As part of our agreement with CargoX, you are entitled to full support with account creation and use of the platform. If
you have questions contact CargoX at support@cargox.io.

Simulated exchange of past document

Dear XXXXXXXXX,

I hope everything is OK at your side, with team XXXXXXXXX.

At XXXXXXXXX we always try to bring to the table innovative solutions for our clients, and partners. We are heavily
exploring the latest digital alternatives to handle our business more efficiently.

That's why we have partnered up with CargoX to improve the bill of lading process.

We would like to do a simulation of a past shipment by putting the Bill of Lading in the platform and recreate the
workflow of Issuer-Shipper-Consignee-ReleaseAgent.

After the simulation, we would like this process to be the standard for BL transfer of ownership.

We have chosen you because we are working closely with the Indian Government in this pilot and they asked us if
we have some partners in India that would like to be a part of this pilot. The intentions from the Indian Government
are to advertise heavily this pilot and promote this digital solution for the industry as a safer alternative than paper
and courier dependent workflows in a post-Covid-19 era.

 

Therefore, let me introduce you to our partners at CargoX who are included in this email, and who will follow up with
next steps:

 

Vjeran Ortynski - Chief Business Development Officer

Jaka Mele - Chief Digital Officer

 

Please note that the deadline from the Indian Government is end of this week and we would really appreciate your
collaboration in this matter and it will only take a few minutes.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Best regards,

Indices

• genindex

• search
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